Tremendous span and load-carrying abilities characterize concrete shell roofs in the form of folded plates—also known as F/P's. In industrial construction folded plates are being used more and more to provide great areas of column-free space for manufacturing or storage.

The ability of folded plates to cantilever can be applied advantageously in the design of schools, stores and hangars.

There are three basic types (two shown below) of folded plate shells—V-shaped, Z-shaped and a modified W-shape. The economy of F/P's is increased with form re-usage.

Typical span data for V- and W-shaped plates are shown in the tables below.

For more information, write for free technical literature. (U.S. and Canada only.)
You can go fishing too if D. G. Beyer, Inc. is the general contractor on your job!

1701 N. Mayfair Road
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Zonolite®
spray applied products
speed up job schedules

FOR A RICH, TEXTURED MONOLITHIC SURFACE
HI-SORB® ACOUSTICAL PLASTER: Enhances the beauty of wood and fabrics. A firm damage-resisting surface, yet good sound absorption. Full thickness can be applied in one day. A great aid in speeding up construction schedules. Ten exciting colors available.

ONLY ¾ INCH GIVES A 3-HOUR RATING
Zonolite MONO-KOTE® FIREPROOFING: Applied directly to floors and beams. Mono-Kote takes a fast, firm set. Following floor contours, only ¾ inch gives a 3-hour rating—1¼ inches on beams gives 4 hours. Full thickness can be applied to large areas in only one day.

FOR FASTEST, EASIEST TO OBTAIN TEXTURE FINISH
Zonolite PLASTERTEX® interior and exterior FINISHES: A durable finish. One that masks minor surface blemishes and joinings in plasterboard, block and concrete. Excellent finish for pre-cast concrete, poured concrete canopies, etc. Can be spray-applied to most exterior or interior materials. Choice of three textures.

ANSWER FOR PROBLEM-TYPE INSULATING APPLICATIONS
Zonolite SPRA-INSULATION®: Ideal low cost way to insulate concrete ceilings, floors above unheated areas, and perimeter beams. Widely used to control condensation problems. Bonds permanently to steel. Easy and extremely fast to apply—keeps your project right on schedule.

For complete information write... Western Mineral Products Company

© Registered Trade Names of the Zonolite Division of W. R. Grace & Co., Chicago, Ill.
900 N. 43rd Street, Milwaukee, Wis. 53208
Structural Skin of Badger Mo-Sai®

White quartz mullions and black-brown flint spandrels cast in one unit form the structural walls of the new C.D.A. Medical Center and Apartment Building in Chicago. The two-story-high Mo-Sai units were welded in place and the concrete flooring poured, filling dovetail grooves in the back of the Mo-Sai panels, binding the components into a strong structural system. Insulation is cast in the Mo-Sai panels, and the interior side is smooth-troweled for painting. Mo-Sai forms the complete structural wall unit.

For other ideas in Mo-Sai, give us a call.
Since Natural Gas first became available for Milwaukee in 1949, its acceptance has increased so rapidly that today it serves more of Milwaukee's commerce and industry than any other fuel.

Natural Gas has achieved this wide acceptance for one reason: It offers you more advantages and benefits than the other fuels.

Regardless of what your fuel energy requirements might be, it's very likely Natural Gas can serve you best.

So please call on our experienced engineers for assistance in improving your business operations. We will be happy to consult with you at any time and, of course, there is no obligation.

THE GAS COMPANY
Industrial and Commercial Sales
BRoadway 6-6720
18 Months Ago
we proudly stated,

"The pre-packaged coal burning unit installation shown at the right is typical of the savings that resulted when a mid-west dry cleaning plant returned to the use of coal. The owner says, "I have the facts to prove it."

(See Jan. 1964 issue)

NOW! 18 Months Later........

this satisfied user of coal, fired in a modern automatic coal burning unit writes........

"I wrote to you many months ago expressing my sincere gratitude for your advising us to install a Gough Automatic Stoker with auxiliary coal and ash handling systems. You may be interested to know that after another 18 months of operation, we have not changed our minds. As a matter of fact we are more sold than ever on its economy, cleanliness and freedom of operator's attention and service.

Further, we are heating a substantially greater area with the coal system than previously and with identical plant operation load. In reviewing our cost accounting, we find that daily operation costs for steam average the same as previously quoted which is a very substantial savings per year. Most important too, is the fact that we have experienced no production down time due to service problems with the Gough which was not the case with our former fuel and equipment."

(Name on request)

Complete plans and specifications of many types of boiler room layouts are yours for the asking.

UPPER LAKE DOCKS COAL BUREAU, INC.
Box 1072
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440

6833 West Fond du Lac Ave.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53218

PHONE: 464-8170
Of course, many considerations... many ingredients... go into the design and construction of the modern functional building of today.

And certainly, not the least of these is heating and cooling.

The ultimate in comfort, safety, dependability of operation, and long range economy. These are the contributions of Hydronic Heating/Cooling to today's better buildings of all types and sizes, from modest home... to noble public building... to towering skyscraper.

Hydronic Heating/Cooling is the tried and true old reliable... brought up-to-the-minute by constantly improving techniques.

Hydronic is the most long-lasting of all Heating/Cooling installations. Materials are the most durable, and Hydronic systems the most trouble-free. A Hydronic Heating/Cooling installation requires a minimum of maintenance. And it will usually outlive the building itself.

The sum total of all this is COMPLETE, LASTING SATISFACTION!

Call in your Hydronic Contractor to tell you, and your builder or engineer, about the latest developments in Hydronic Heating/Cooling.

HEATING-PIPING-COOLING, INC.
A Research and Promotion Organization
2040 W. Wisconsin Ave. • Milwaukee, Wis. • Phone 933-7573
The Building and Safety Division of the Industrial Commission has announced that the Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Code (Chapter 28) is no longer available as a separate publication. This code has now been combined with the State Building Code (Chapters 50-59). The combined code is available from: Document Sales and Services, Room B-237, State Office Building, Madison, Wisconsin 53702. The price of the combined code is $2.50 per copy. Upkeep service is available at $2.50 per year. In the announcement, the Division urges all architects and engineers to obtain a copy of these codes and to subscribe to the upkeep service to be sure of having up-to-date codes at all times.

The School of Architecture of the University of Detroit will hold a conference for architects and clergymen on the Planning of a Church according to the new Catholic liturgy, July 15 and 16, 1965, at Sacred Heart Seminary, Chicago Boulevard and Linnwood, Detroit. For further information contact: Rev. Lawrence J. Green, S.J., Assistant to the Dean, University of Detroit, School of Architecture, 4001 W. McNichols Street, Detroit, Michigan 48221.

Guide Specifications for Bituminous Pavements, prepared in conjunction with Milwaukee County Better Roads Association and Wisconsin Asphalt Pavement Association, may be obtained from Payne & Dolan of Wisconsin, Inc., 1226 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. Phone 344-5990.

A Report on the Areas of Liability in the Practice of Architecture, prepared by the Professional Practice Committee of Wisconsin Chapter, AIA, is available at a nominal cost for handling and mailing charges at your Chapter Office.
New Dimensions in Natural Illumination
Standard Domes by SUPER SKY

Let Super Sky help you create an imaginative architectural mood that weds natural illumination with spacial beauty. These extruded-aluminum-and-glass standard domes provide all the qualities of custom designed units. Super Sky has developed standard domes in two basic patterns. These self-supporting skylights are available in 12 to 30-ft. diameters, with a variety of glazing materials. Through standardization of fabrication and erection of these unique domes, Super Sky helps you achieve a fresh dimension in visual environment — at a practical cost. We will gladly provide you with detailed drawings, engineering data, estimates and design assistance.

ENGINEERING DATA
- Installations shown: standard dome models.
- Rafters, curbs and cross bars of extruded aluminum.
- Continuous neoprene glazing strips for weatherproofing.
- Subceilings available as optional.
- Stainless steel hardware.

All Super Skylights guaranteed against defects in design, materials, construction — and leakage! FREE illustrated bulletin — “A New Concept In Dimensions Unlimited” at your request. Write:

SUPER SKY PRODUCTS, INC.
Box 47-H, Thiensville, Wisconsin 53092
Phone: 242-2000
Milwaukee Phone: 354-6700

Since 1930
As I establish myself at this desk to begin the task of editing my notes and gathering my thoughts on the late AIA Convention at Lake Lawn last week I am aware for the first time that I am comfortably encased in my “bubble.” And that’s exactly where I must be — in my bubble unaware of thermal, factory or auditory intrusions. The air-conditioning equipment is functioning properly, the odor of cigarette smoke mingled with Fixatif is wafting in from the rafting room and on the other side the typewriter is punching out specification verbiage on the masters in its own monological way, but the sensations they cause have only a perfunctory existence.

Dr. Edward T. Hall, who prefers to be called “Ned,” addressed the convention at our banquet and told us about our bubbles. He made us aware of our own private spatial existence in the whole of space. As architects, I guess that as we’ve designed rooms for people we were always “sort of” conscious of the space that had to be designed around them, and codes were there to remind us if we weren’t, but after Dr. Hall’s enlightening and entertaining discourse the reasons become apparent.

In setting the keynote for the convention, “The Illusion of Space,” Mr. George McCue, art and architecture critic with the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, spoke on “Space as Spiritual Quality.”

In a program meant to consociate the different aspects of space with its illusion, Mr. McCue’s remarks at the pace as has no other keynoter in my memory. He summed the spiritual qualities with all the other elements on the program and as the seminars came and went we were prone to recall his astute observations. He has a delightful awareness of beauty in nature and the parallel role architecture plays in the influence of man.

Mr. McCue visited Milwaukee for the first time just prior to his trip to Delavan and saw the city not as a tourist, but as a professional at work. He is impressed with the old architecture of the town and urges us to keep the monuments to our heritage. In our conversation on the trip to Lake Lawn he seemed aware that this largest metropolis of Wisconsin is a potential giant in its recent stirring after a long lethargic impotence. We agreed that Milwaukee can become exciting; the stimulus is in the hands of the architect.

In this whole wonderful assemblage of articulate space-people we were all particularly delighted with Leslie Larson who spoke on the lighting of space. His understanding and mutual philosophy of so many of us certainly qualified him as an expert. If anyone tells you something you’d like to have someone tell you, then, boy, he’s smart! He had mutual problems with lighting codes and he certainly got to Bill Wenzler who, after experimentation, has found that one foot-candle illumination in corridors of nursing homes is ample and particularly appreciated by the occupants. The code, however, demands more.

Then who is designing lighting? Mr. Larson suggested that architects design lighting, leaving the devices to accomplish the job to the engineers. The electrical engineers who were present, and some pretty good lighting men in their own right, took this good-naturedly.

Color relation to space was amply covered by Mr. Faber Birren, one of the world’s leading authorities. His charts demonstrated many of the effects and phenomena of color, and while choice of color is often left to the architect and that certain element of “taste,” it is only with the understanding of color that its use can become a truly spatial entity.

A most exciting presentation by Mr. Herbert H. Swinburne, FAIA, closed the formal convention activities. Mr. Swinburne’s dual-slide projection was unusual, the majority of us having never before seen this technique of presentation. It was more than unusual, however; it was effective. Mr. Swinburne had a message to deliver on the aspects of space and the relationship of the automobile, the pedestrian and urban design into the physical being of space itself.

These are my most casual observations and other than to add that never before have we had such an exciting and illuminating program, and never have the participants been so conscious of their segments coordinating and meshing so well, I will leave the reporting to the reporters.

Those of you who were there and those who missed the conference might be interested in Jim Galbraith’s comment at the close of the sessions: “We will all be better architects from this day on.”
Brick is nature's most natural building material. Brick communes with nature . . . and adapts perfectly to natural surroundings. That's why creative architects call on BELDEN for the most imaginative selection of brick . . . over 200 variations in color, texture and size. BELDEN provides the largest selection in the industry to free the imagination for limitless scope of design.

Your nearest BELDEN Dealer will be happy to provide you with samples and our new, 4 color brochure, specially designed with the architect in mind.

EIGHT MODERN FACTORIES LOCATED AT CANTON, SOMERSET, PORT WASHINGTON, SUGARCREEK, AND UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO
In its eight months of life as a Chapter function, the Wisconsin Architect comes to you with two records to its credit that bear explanation. This issue has a volume of 72 pages, exceeding the previous “high” of 52 pages in the April issue of this year by exactly 20 pages. Considering the 32 year history of the magazine this accomplishment in only eight months is a small miracle.

On September 23, 1964, Ello Brink and David Radbil were instructed by the Primary Officers of the Executive Committee of the Wisconsin Chapter, The American Institute of Architects, to publish the Wisconsin Architect magazine starting with the November, 1964, issue. We had exactly 15 working days in which to put out this issue.

In the third week of November, 1964, the Wisconsin Architect came to you with 36 pages of advertising and editorial content. We began with an advertising revenue of $129.00 which consisted of only two accounts. All the rest of the advertising accounts had dropped out of the magazine.

We were all quite happy with the first issue knowing the little time in which we had to produce it.

Mr. Leonard H. Reinke, past president of the Wisconsin Chapter, AIA, had the foresight and fortitude to have the Chapter assume this uncertain venture and we are sure that he was relieved when the first issue came off the presses.

In January of 1965, the magazine was officially incorporated as Wisconsin Architect, Inc., and given a small working capital on which to build. The magazine had to proceed without further subsidy.

With the January issue we began to change our format with the intent to better represent the profession — a graphic one at that — and to give more varied and interesting content. John Reiss, a well known graphic artist was commissioned to do the art layouts and he responded by giving us what we consider a complete change in the format of the magazine.

With the January issue we began to change our format with the intent to better represent the profession — a graphic one at that — and to give more varied and interesting content. John Reiss, a well known graphic artist was commissioned to do the art layouts and he responded by giving us what we consider a complete change in the format of the magazine. We also began running special issues which not only brought information to you in a specialized manner but also assisted in providing the much needed advertising revenue on which the magazine exists. In the subsequent months, as you have noticed, we have also presented on the suggestion of Maynard W. Meyer, Chairman of the Publications Committee, Section issues which for the first time gave AIA members of the four Sections within the State Chapter a chance to express their views and opinions. We have found that these Section issues have created much interest and comment and we are certain that they will serve as a means of making members of the Chapter better acquainted with each other.

As you might notice in our “Letters to the Editor” column, the Wisconsin Architect magazine has started to generate interest and attention outside of the profession and the state. A most welcome sign of progress.

We are pleased that our efforts in the past eight months have been met with both enthusiasm and cooperation. We would like to think that with each succeeding issue and with the added cooperation from all of you, we will be able to continue to make the Wisconsin Architect a “bigger and better” and hopefully more meaningful magazine.

We now must admit that we were apprehensive and maybe even a little scared when we undertook the publication of this magazine. We truly began from ground zero, i.e., no advertising files, no editorial files, a jumbled-up mailing list, no housing from which to publish the magazine and only a vague thought that there is way where there is a will.

Without being too modest, we now feel that we have reached the edge of the clearing and that perhaps now we can put this magazine on a sound basis both financially and editorially.

We wish to acknowledge the fine cooperation and help we have received from our Publications Committee. All members of this Committee volunteered and each one deserves our thanks. President Mark A. Pfaller helped us always when there were decisions to be made.

We furthermore wish to acknowledge the kind words of encouragement received from the Wisconsin Architects Foundation and The Women’s Architectural League and from all of you. Finally, we wish to thank our advertisers who are doing such a commendable job in supporting the Wisconsin Architect, and who give us the opportunity and chance to open up this magazine by their continuing support.
a successful convention

The Wisconsin Architect congratulates the Wisconsin Chapter, AIA, to a successful Convention. The professional program was exciting, the Chapter business activities were well organized and there was a lot of fun for everyone.

A year of hard work, planning and organizing by the Convention Committee, chaired by Sheldon Segel, AIA, in cooperation with the Exhibitors' Committee, headed by Morton Armour of Arwin Builders Specialties, Inc., and coordinated by Mrs. Jane Richards, Executive Secretary of the Wisconsin Chapter, AIA, resulted in a convention program that was outstanding in every aspect.

The professional program with the theme "The Illusion of Space" was of such interest and caliber that the Wisconsin Architect intends to publish the seminars in succeeding issues. Thus, everyone can enjoy the stimulating thoughts and information, and the members who were unable to attend this year's convention can get an idea of the quality of the presentations. Due to space commitments, this issue can cover only two of the seminars, the address of the keynoter, George McCue, and the presentation by Faber Birren.

Members of the 1965 Convention Committee were: Sheldon Segel, AIA, chairman, Jerold Dommer, AIA, who doubled as host for speaker Faber Birren, Clarence Huettenrauch, Gordon L. Orr, G. A. D. Schuett, who proved to be a witty toastmaster at the banquet, Fritz von Grossmann, Chairman of the 1964 Convention Committee, and Robert Yarbro. Members of the Exhibitors' Committee were: Morton Armour, chairman, of Arwin Builders Specialties, Inc., Kurt Aleithe, Milwaukee Gas Light Company, James Detienne, Bradley Washfountain Company, Richard Glass, Glass and Burton, William Schmitz, Wood-Lam (Weyerhaeuser Co.), Arthur Shannon, Shannon Floor Co., and Paul F. Bronson, Best Block Co. Reimar Frank was responsible for technical equipment required by the speakers for their presentations. No small task but rewarded by the assurance of Mr. Swinburne that Mr. Frank’s assistance had made it a pleasure for all of them to be there.

Prominent guests at the convention were Victor C. Gilbertson, Director of the North Central States Region, Ralph D. Culbertson, Chief Engineer of the Bureau of Engineering, and State Architect James E. Galbraith.

In this year’s professional program all speakers attended each other’s presentations and participated in panel discussions and answer and question periods following each seminar.
Keynoter George McCue enjoying himself after having delivered his address at the luncheon that opened the official program of the Convention.

Faber Birren relaxing “between engagements.”

Spirited Herbert H. Swinburne, FAIA.

Russel Sandhoefer, President of the Producers' Council, presenting past-president Roger M. Herbst, Wisconsin Architects Foundation, with a check for the Foundation at the Keynoter Luncheon.

Left: Director of the North Central States Region Victor C. Gilbertson, AIA, at the Convention.
Highlight of the convention was the banquet. State Senator Jerris Leonard addressed the convention in behalf of Governor Knowles. Winners of the Honor Awards program attended with the owners of the award-winning buildings as their guests. Robert Slater presented the awards while each building was projected in color onto a screen. (See April issue, page 17.)

Mark T. Purcell presented Citations and Awards of Merit to Miss Charlotte Partridge, Mr. Caddell and Mr. Shaffer who were present to personally receive their certificates. (See page 19.)

Professor Edward T. Hall concluded the tightly scheduled program with his lecture, documented by slides, about man's perception of space, or man's "built-in measuring rod" by which he judges "his space."

O. Verne Shaffer, sculptor, proudly displaying his Award of Merit.

Seminar after presentation by Faber Birren with Professor Hall, Leslie Larson, Faber Birren and Herbert H. Swinburne in open discussion.

Mr. Ralph Culbertson, Chief Engineer of the Bureau of Engineering, in conversation with Fritz von Grossmann, FAIA.
THANKS

"Wisconsin Architects Foundation acknowledges with thanks and appreciation the $500 contribution of Concrete Research, Inc., which was presented at the State Convention of the Wisconsin Chapter, AIA, manifesting a pledge as published along with a special reward of a television set to a State member."

---

Award Winning Exhibitors' Displays

First prize for excellence in design went to Best Block Company for their display designed by Schuett, Erdman and Gray Architects III, Inc.; Paul F. Bronson of Best Block and Lawrence E. Bray, AIA.

Second prize was awarded to Arwin Builders' Specialties, Inc.

Third Prize won by Rollin B. Child, Inc. Allen J. Strang, AIA (L), visiting the booth.

---

Left to right: William Smeaton of Concrete Research, Inc., presenting a check in the amount of $500 to Frederick Schweitzer, President of Wisconsin Architects Foundation, Harry A. Ollrogge, AIA, winner of the grand prize, a color television set.

William Smeaton and Robert W. Kemp, winner of a gift certificate toward a painting or sculpture available through the Friends of Art of the Milwaukee Art Center.

Happy winners of two season tickets to the seven plays presented by the Theatre Guild, Mr. and Mrs. Murray L. P. Kinnich with William Smeaton.
CHARLOTTE RUSSELL PARTRIDGE
Retired Director, Layton School of Art

For a lifetime of activity in promoting the cause of art; starting the Layton School of Art; devoting personal funds for art scholarships; promotion of outstanding Milwaukee buildings, among them the Layton School of Art Building, the Milwaukee War Memorial Art Center and Zonta Manor, Milwaukee's first HHFA apartment building for retired persons.

If, as Emerson said, an institution is the lengthened shadow of one man, then Charlotte Russell Partridge may be said to cast a host of long shadows, all somehow luminous and durable.

Miss Partridge paused, perforce, for a brief glance back at her "shadows" when the Wisconsin Chapter of the AIA at its state convention cited her: "For a lifetime of activity in promoting the cause of art; starting the Layton School of Art; devoting personal funds for art scholarships; promotion of outstanding Milwaukee buildings, among them the Layton School of Art Building, the Milwaukee War Memorial Building and Zonta Manor, Milwaukee's first HHFA apartment building for retired persons," designed by Willis and Lillian Leenhouts.

Lillian Leenhouts, in recounting recently Miss Partridge's accomplishments, remarked, "She always has had an instinct for the real and the needed." Zonta Manor is a case in point. Miss Partridge in the 1940's began to think about the problems of the aging and their right to continue independent living, and she discovered that an almost forgotten group among senior citizens were those not affluent enough for luxury care nor of such low income as to qualify for public housing. She sold the idea of achieving a home for such men and women to the Milwaukee Chapter of Zonta, a professional women's service group, of which she was a past president. With her at the helm as president, Zonta Manor was incorporated in 1957 and completed this spring. Many of its thoughtful safety and comfort features were suggested by her, according to Mrs. Leenhouts.

Among the first "shadows" that Miss Partridge beneficently cast in Milwaukee resulted from her pioneer work along with a few other intrepid women, in starting from scratch an occupational therapy department at Milwaukee Downer College, where she taught in and later headed the fine arts department, from 1914-22. She found new ways to meet the rehabilitation needs of disabled veterans back from the trenches of World War I.

Next, actually somewhat overlapping, was her founding of the Layton School of Art, in 1920, with the help of a Downer colleague, Miss Miriam Frink. It began with second-hand equipment, bought with 900 borrowed dollars in rooms lent by trustees in the basement of the now defunct Layton Art Gallery, at N. Jefferson and E. Mason Sts. Miss Partridge sensed the future power of the industrial and commercial arts in the U.S., although they were babies of big business then ... and she also
realized how important Milwaukee’s role could be, as it already was a major graphics art center of the world. In the revolutionary curriculum she devised, emphasis was not on distinctions between the so-called applied arts and the fine arts but rather on achieving the highest quality in both. There were night classes for adults and free Saturday art instruction for youngsters, these a supplement to the full time day classes. Over the decades, a distinguished faculty helped develop thousands of thoroughly schooled, creative-minded painters, sculptors, printmakers, illustrators, advertising designers, industrial designers and photographers. The school achieved and held a national reputation for excellence. Incidentally, for a period after World War II, special classes for would-be architects were held at the Layton.

From 1920-1953, she also served as director of the Layton Art Gallery and still continues as a trustee of its collection and endowment. Among the pace-setting exhibitions she staged was one of Frank Lloyd Wright’s drawings and designs, way back in the days when that genius generally was persona non grata in Wisconsin and little understood among his own people. It took no small courage, especially after Wright was arrested by the police in connection with an incident not related to his exhibit, and for this loyalty he immortalized her in his An Autobiography: “Miss Partridge by now had been reproached by Milwaukee architects for bringing disgrace upon the city by having me there. She didn’t seem to care. She is some­thing of a captain herself.”

In 1954, Miss Partridge was made director emerita of the Layton School of Art, but remained a member of the board. In addition to the heritage of a nationally valued art school at the college level, she left in her lengthening shadow a handsome new Layton building at 1362 N. Prospect Ave., the funds for which were raised over many hard years, through the depression and World War II and the Korean War.

In 1933, she was awakened early one morning by a phone call from Washington, D. C., and asked to come immediately to the capital to help set up works projects for the nation’s artists. She flew off immediately, and made her usual sensitive and sensible analyses and sugges­tions. She came home to be Wisconsin Director of the Public Works Art Project and then of the renamed Federal Art Project, all this from 1933-39. Not only the artists of the state who thereby survived the depression and, indeed, found a direction they heretofore lacked, but also those of the entire nation remain in Charlotte Russell Partridge’s debt.

Who’s Who in America, in which she made her debut a quarter of a century ago, lists other accomplishments, among them an Oberlander fellowship for study of art schools in German-speaking countries and a Carnegie grant for the survey of contemporary art and art institutions in the U.S. But that notable volume cannot tell about her generous response to almost all requests, to speak on the radio, to lecture at educational meetings, to write articles, to serve on committees, to deal with students’ problems, and to appear at art exhibitions ad infinitum. She was among the women, all members of service organizations, who during World War II envi­sioned a war memorial building that would be a center for the living arts. She was prominent in the spadework that led to its reality, in Saarinen’s building at the lake front.

Recounting Miss Partridge’s other substantial “shadows” could go on for more paragraphs. Someone else has ob­served that an era of Americana can be traced in her past. But nothing could concern less that diminutive lady with a mighty imagination and will . . . not when there are new adventures to find and explore and turn into enduring substance.

by Margaret Fish

We, the architects of Wisconsin, can be proud of our native son, John Szarkowski, who has by contribution and accomplishment extended the influence of our profession. He holds a position of prominence in his field. His reputation is secure. His abilities as an artist, critic and director are universally respected.

It is extremely fortunate for us to have a man with such high regard for our purposes in a position to not only speak, write and photograph in our behalf, but to stimulate us toward higher goals by his sensitive, intel­ligent and perceptive appraisals. The critic is an important part of the architectural community. It is therefore a ful­fillment of our own purposes to find and recognize such a person.

John Szarkowski, being a young man, shares the future with us. We can hope that his achievements to date are only a partial record of his life and that our profession can continue to benefit by his work. This citation, in that sense, is both recognition of the present and encourage­ment for the future.

Harry A. Schroeder, Architect, La Crosse, Wisconsin
C. J. CADDELL
Retired Chief of Building Plan Examination Section
The Industrial Commission of Wisconsin

For his patient attention and assistance to the practicing Architects of Wisconsin in accommodating their building designs to the Building Code. During the many years he held this office his sympathetic and constructive attitude was of invaluable help to Architecture and to the public welfare.

MRS. NATHAN PAINE
President of the Board of Trustees
Paine Art Center and Arboretum

In appreciation for establishing and endowing the Paine Art Center and Arboretum, which is one of the important cultural public organizations in the state, and for the high degree of fine craftsmanship found within the architecture of the building.

RICHARD N. GREGG
Museum Director, Paine Art Center
Oshkosh, Wisconsin

For his promotion of appreciation of the Arts in Wisconsin's Fox River Valley; for the national recognition given the Paine Art Center because of its outstanding exhibits; for his participation on juries, lectures in the field of Art and Architecture and for his contribution of articles, including a recent piece in the Wisconsin Architect.

O. VERNE SHAFFER
Free-Lance Artist

Specifically, for the excellence of his work in sculpture as related to buildings.
For the invitation to open a discussion of the caliber that will be brought to bear at the sessions following this one, I heartily thank you. It is unusual these days to find, in a discussion of space, that the subject is not about outer space. And it is hard to attempt to sound the keynote of a series of statements about what we might call inner space without first dealing with a question: Are we talking about something that we expect to occupy and enjoy, and to be able to consider as an element in our planning, or are we somberly contemplating an ingredient of life that we fear is in danger of extinction?

For the sake of allowing the discussion to proceed, let us agree that there remain in our lives and working environments, and always will, degrees of distance between things and between people that we can still think of as space. We can certainly agree that the degrees are not what they used to be, and that space isn't what it used to be, but we may discover that it never was. It seems conceivable that before these sessions are over we shall have decided that space is not only a state of the physical environment, but a state of mind.

There is a story about a great uncle of mine who settled in Montana less than a century ago, and who contentedly looked out over the boundless plains at the end of his day's work. Although he did not, by any means, own the land between his cabin and the horizon, he had for it a feeling of territoriality—it was his view and, in that sense, his land. One evening he saw a faint flicker of light on a distant highland. The next night it was there again. The existence of the light in the same place night after night could only mean that someone else had moved to Montana, and my great uncle would sit by his fire pondering the implications of the population explosion. Finally, as he described his mood later, he began to feel "all hemmed in," and he pulled up stakes and moved to Oregon.

One of the profoundly disconcerting circumstances of our time is that we seem to be running out of unspoiled wilderness, and even to be having to travel a long way to find a substantial amount of spoiled wilderness. I am, of course, reluctant to accept the idea that in the moment that I penetrate an unspoiled wilderness it is to a certain degree—infinitesimal, I hope—spoiled. What constitutes my idea of a spoiled wilderness is the presence there of the other people.

The same kind of self-exoneration is applied in city traffic. I drive my car to work, because of the need for quick mobility in making calls, keeping appointments and speeding the flow of information to the public. Please note the unselfishness of the motives.

On the way home at night, a suburb, 13 miles out, with other automobiles three abreast on the expressway in low gear, at a speed that is often less than that of a horse and buggy, I have more time to think than at almost any other time of the day. I think of how the city is pocked with parking lots where there used to be buildings, and of the fact that we are building more new structures for this dead storage than for any other purpose. I think of how expeditiously I could move from office to home on the roadway that cost nearly $600 a running foot, and of how well this expressway could serve me if those other people would use public transportation.

In the last decade or two, city dwellers of the United States have been getting some hard lessons in city dwelling. A number of events bearing on city life that had been moving in on us gradually seemed suddenly to launch themselves into a geometrical progression. We do our best to contemplate them in a spirit of scientific detachment, but the pace is usually too hard. We find ourselves exclaiming about the population explosion, the automobile proliferation, the death of cities, the vanishing landscape, the poisoned water, air inversion, the highway invasion, bulldozer planning, the dispossessed and alienated underclass, and the seizure of some of our evaluation and decision-making prerogatives by a device that can be rented.
from IBM and plugged into the wall like a washing machine.

This is subjective, not objective, language, and it is highly charged with provocative overtones. But there is one point about these expressions that is even more deplorable, and that is that basically they are true.

We can see for ourselves that the population IS multiplying into the kind of figures that we formerly associated only with astronomy and with the national debt. The automobile DOES give indications of soon presenting us with the condition that the St. Louis traffic commissioner describes as "wall-to-wall traffic." Cities give alarming manifestations of being at the least critically sick. If it is overstating the case to declare that the landscape is vanishing, then how should we describe the sprawl of roadside shopping clusters and of the little boxes that the real estate men call "homes" where we so recently saw fields and woods?

To say that we are coping with all these threats to a serene existence — threats, perhaps, to existence of any kind — is to give ourselves the benefit of the very doubts that are haunting us. We have been pledging to ourselves that they will be coped with somehow, sometime, but just now the anti-city and anti-human forces are pressing in from many sides, and it is hard to deal with them because we are kept so busy merely in trying to identify them.

To find confirmation of our darkest misgivings, but also to appraise the results of much energetic and brilliant effort to make it possible for many people to co-exist in reduced space, we have the great laboratory of Megalopolis, the urbanized northeastern seaboard of the United States. And we have the 810-page book of Megalopolis by Jean Gottman.

About midway through this formidable study, one comes upon a report that dwells hauntingly in the memory. It concerns the plight of the trout.

In all the settled parts of the world, says Gottman, water in the rivers has been getting warmer as a result of dam construction, deforestation and industrialization. The numerous rivers and bays of Megalopolis used to swarm with migratory and sedentary fish, and among the most plentiful and popular of these was the brook trout. When the enterprises of man first began warming up the rivers, around the turn of the century, the trout disappeared from many of them. One of these was the Delaware river.

Then New York City built reservoirs upstream on both branches of the Delaware, and the trout mysteriously reappeared. It happened that water released from these reservoirs is drawn off the bottom. The bottom water is cold, and so the downstream Delaware became cool again. Then more industrialization added to the river's pollution. This depleted fish food and reduced the oxygen content, and so, for new reasons, the fish began disappearing again. Because trout-fishing had become popular during the times when trout could exist in the rivers of Megalopolis, the state fisheries divisions tried to circumvent the facts of ecology by stocking the rivers with fingerlings, but this proved to be inefficient. It seems reasonable to interpret that as meaning that the fingerlings rolled over and died within a short time after being introduced to this lethal environment. The rest of the story is in Gottman's words:

"Attempts at stream improvement proved to be costly and unsatisfactory. Finally the problem was solved, as was that of providing a supply of game, by using mature stock. Now in Megalopolis all possible streams, whether cold or warm, and many ponds are supplied at the beginning of the open season with artificially reared trout of legal size and ready to be caught. Because of the unfavorable conditions that prevail in many cases, these trout are given no choice but to be caught or die a natural death within a short time. About 80 per cent of them are caught. This intensive trout fishing has become a simple give-and-take proposition, independent of environmental conditions."

It would take a stronger character than mine to resist mentioning that the most ardent opponents of government aid to communities never seem to think of the stocking of streams with trout by the state fisheries divisions as creeping socialism. But a more important point insistently protrudes, and that is the statement that the trout "are caught or die a natural death within a short time." A natural death for a trout in Megalopolis is one of strangulation or starvation in a polluted stream.

The casualness of this description offers chilling evidence of how we can become conditioned to an acceptance of what should be constantly challenged, and of circumstances whose very existence should cause us to toss in our sleep.

We begin with the state of nature that constitutes an equilibrium of the condition of the water and the physical needs of the trout. Man first makes the water too warm, and then chemically inimical to trout life. Attempts to deal with the problems at its roots — that is, to regain decently clean water — are "inefficient." The only way to satisfy the demand for trout is to grow them in small ponds, which can be kept clean, and then dump them into the streams. Eighty percent make it quick and clean — they swim over to the hooks, are removed from the stream and taken home to dinner. The 20 per cent that frustrates this cycle, either because they get tired of waiting in line for a hook or because they still cling to some instinct for avoiding capture, succumb to the deadly constituents of their environment and then contribute their own lota to the pollution.

We may note from this that the Megalopolitans fishermen have relinquished the traditional essence of the stirring contest between man and game fish, and accept a tamely contrived arrangement with minimum uncertainties. As for the fish, it has been deprived of the possibility of conducting itself like a trout. This amounts to a poignant kind of allegory of the condition of modern man in an environment that has become increasingly untenable, and which now confronts him with the awful fact that he, himself, has made it so.

Some of our efforts to reintroduce people into the city show a disturbing correspondence with the laborious expedients of this synthetic trout-fishing. Most
American downtowns are now suitable for human habitation only in a heavily qualified sense. Whatever adaptation there is between this habitat and its inhabitants has been largely on the part of the inhabitants. Most cities have made themselves generally more clean, and in a few scattered places more orderly. And of course everything is pretty well air-conditioned. One can hasten to wherever he is going and find refuge in a benign interior with its even lighting, controlled temperature and the sweetly, softly burbling Muzak.

But the city has remained a wearisome place on the whole, heavily loaded as it is with the artifacts of the merchant tradition of neighbor outshouting neighbor, with signs and meretricious devices of all kinds intended to catch the eye, but which only bewilder the eye and give it pain. Downtown rehabilitation has shown a tendency to be designed primarily for people of legal size, whose freedom of action is predetermined as much as possible for the benefit of vested interests. The pressures on downtown land to yield the utmost in rents and taxes have forced the decisions made about it to be first of all practical — and practical by the standards of quick and substantial material results, regardless of side effects and spiritual deficits.

In effect, downtown has said to people, “Take it or leave it,” and people took this literally by getting the hell out of downtown as soon as they had a choice. They did not have a good choice for, except for free parking and some dispersed amenities, the suburban environment is, in its way, as nondescriptive as that downtown and often more disorderly.

The structure of the urban community, with its expanding perimeters steadily engulfing the landscape and its abandonment of huge in-town area to blight, has developed very much in the frontier tradition of moving in, exploiting, wasting and moving on. We have chopped, dynamited, damned, plowed, sawed,hammered and shot our way across the continent. Nature was the force to be overcome, and we have overcome. Our settlements and cities have squandered space as though it were inexhaustible. Now we are obliged to turn back, and to make creative use of that which we have so flagrantly abused and taken for granted. The growing urban centers now challenge us to equal the audacity of what the pioneers did with their bare hands in feats appropriate to the present need — feats of the aspiring imagination.

Our raw materials are the city and the land. The land, with its natural state dwindling away before man's awesome inroads, but still majestically beautiful and possessed of recuperative powers that we must understand and assist. The city, with its layers of pavement and structure, its hideous lacunae left by massive demolition, its old and new textures, its banalities and vulgarities, its occasional triumphs of design over anti-city, its noise, dirt, smell; its light-shadow, solidity-hollowness, delicacy-crudeity, passion-dispassion, and all the other paradoxes and dichotomies that characterize the crowded place where most of us now live. These are scenes of disaster piled upon disaster, waiting for the ordering influence; these are arenas waiting for heroes.

Today's design project is space. Space is a physical entity, but it is also an illusion, a mystery, an esthetic medium, an atmosphere, an ambiance, an environment.

The lay public has been inclined to regard space as merely the uncommitted, unbuilt-upon ground, the gap between buildings, and, inside buildings, the circulation areas. In terms of landscape, it was any expanse not dominated by what we sometimes misleadingly refer to as “improvements.”

Now we have such a man as Bruno Zevi proposing space as a fourth dimension in the art of structure: “Architecture, however, does not consist in the sum of the width, length and height of the structural elements which enclose space, but in the void itself, the enclosed space in which man lives and moves.”

And, “To grasp space, to know how to see it, is the key to the understanding of building.”

And elsewhere, “The phenomenon of space becomes concrete reality only in architecture and therefore constitutes its specific character.”

Further, “It is certain that all urban space wherever the view is screened off, whether by stone walls or rows of trees or embankments, presents the same features we find in architectural space.”

Finally, “Every building functions in the creation of two kinds of space: its internal space, completely defined by the building itself, and its external or urban space, defined by that building and the others around it.”

Far from being an incidental, leftover by-product, a negative value as opposed to the positive values inherent in walls, floors, roofs, materials, colors, textures, contours and masses, space, as we are beginning to realize, is a positive value in its own right. Space is the medium in which we exist. When it is conceived and manipulated with sensitiveness to its positive potential, space takes on character, or at least the possibility of character. It is this notion of space as having particular qualities that has been neglected. Its very existence, in fact, is likely to take most people by surprise.

As Joseph Passonneau, dean of the Washington University School of Architecture, has often pointed out, all the ceremonial functions of a cathedral can be carried out within a height of about eight feet from the floor. All the open air from that level to the ceiling is a medium for transporting tinted rays of light from the windows, for the vertical passage of the piers and stones courses, for the elevation of the spirit. The unoccupied space is therefore functional by a standard that is peculiarly important to the cathedral.

The void between two buildings is quite likely to be thought of as an inconsequential emptiness, a distance to be traversed in going from one building to the other, but not as an architectural entity on any kind of par with the rooms on the other side of the building walls. One void is inside, the other is outside. What are the other differences? The inside void is roofed, defined by more walls, furnished and decorated. The outside void is open and usually inadvertent, although it may be formalized to the extent of paving, painted
Which circle is larger? The red or the blue? They are both the same size.
This optical illusion is accentuated by use of color.
In one of my books I noted that many architects have two curious faculties not shared by average persons. The first was the ability to visualize shapes and forms as though they existed in empty space. A person was supposed to see a drawing as a thing in itself, separate, apart. It is true, of course, that all things exist in space. Man is conscious of space, perceives space and sees space even if such space is empty air. Thus space is always part of architecture and cannot be ignored.

Secondly, it is by no means rare for architects to deal with forms as if they were colorless. Major thought may be given to line, mass proportion, the idea being that color was something aside that would be added later. Nothing seen by the eye can possibly be colorless. White, gray and black are colors for the simple reason that they are definite. Color, in a word, is integral with form and cannot be divorced from it. To me, for example, Gothic architecture is appropriately gray and conveys a gray, solemn mood.

To deal with color and form first, consider this test devised by the Gestalt psychologist.

When children are asked to match a series of geometric shapes which are in different colors, shape will be more or less overlooked, and matching will be done on a basis of color.

If you are average, your greatest impression will be that you saw a few primary colors — red, yellow, blue. The shapes of the colors would not be so easily recalled — unless you were an architect perhaps. The test, of course, is ambiguous. But it does stress the fact that color impresses itself more quickly and powerfully than does form.

Color is a highly emotional subject. People at large and architects in particular pride themselves on having an excellent sense of color. To criticize a man’s taste in color — or a woman’s — is like criticizing their religious or political convictions. It just isn’t polite to do so.

Yet in color and the sense of space, there are several facts and phenomena which an architect ought to recognize. As a color consultant I do a great deal of work with architects. I insist that color from the emotional standpoint should be personal and creative. The architect should be left alone to his individual fancies, to the expression of his personality. Nonetheless, he can stand a measure of instruction now and then, if only to qualify his skill and keep him from making regrettable mistakes.

For perfectly sound optical reasons certain colors have relationship to certain forms. The lens of the eye grows farsighted for red and warm colors and nearsighted for blue and cold colors. This means that a color like red is solid, substantial and sharply focussed by the eye. It can take angles and sharp edges. Yellow is even more sharply focussed, being the color of highest visibility in the spectrum. Yet it isn’t solid and heavy like red; it’s more radiated and incandescent — and it can take exceedingly sharp angular forms. Blue (and violet) cause the lens of the eye to flatten out. Because such colors tend to blur when seen from a distance, they cannot take sharp form and therefore are better suited to rounder and softer shapes. In nature, blue rays of light are scattered in the atmosphere — hence distance itself is bluish and indistinct.

These facts were noted by the great abstract painter Kandinsky and should be regarded by the architect.

In visual response and actual physiological response, it is known by the Gestalt psychologist and easily understood by the architect that there are two major reactions to color — toward brightness and warmth on the one hand, and toward softness and coolness on the other. In one direction there is attraction to stimulus and excitement, in the other there is withdrawal and sedation.

In the design of environments to control space, the bright effect is extroverted, so to speak. There is abundant light, pale colors like yellow, high reflectance of surfaces, attention goes outward; the body is conditioned to action; the muscles are stimulated, all physical tasks are well performed. You kick up your heels for joy.

Conversely, the softer surrounding (but not too dark) is introverted. The environment tends to retreat. Attention is likely to go from the general to the specific. Surface colors are suppressed. Grays, greens, blue-greens are applied. If strong light is necessary for difficult eye tasks, it is localized. Here a man can use his brain and think coherently without trying distractions. Indeed, if I were to pose a complex mental problem right now, a lot of you would close your eyes to get rid of your environment completely and thus concentrate all the better.

You will note, I trust, that I haven’t as yet been too fussy about individual hues. To repeat, I’d like to reserve matters of taste to the whim or predilection of the architect. He should always defend his
particular “feeling” for color. Otherwise individuality may be lost.

To go on to more facts of vision, let me tell of further reactions to brightness and color. Let me be frank and critical of two modern tendencies. I objects to the fanatically high light levels recommended by some elements in the lighting industry. And I object to the current rage for white and off-white walls which so enthrall a lot of misguided interior designers and architects.

Understand, however, that I speak of working environments in offices, schools, stores, not of homes. In a home a man and wife should give free reign to their desires — and anything goes as far as I am concerned. But where the architect and designer are dealing with groups of people trying to make a living or do a useful day’s work, brightness and color should be wisely applied as aids and not as handicaps.

First of all, it is elementally true that the pupil of the eye constricts, or closes down, under the stimulation of brightness; and it dilates, or opens up, under more subdued conditions. A blast of overhead illumination can cause “snow blindness” in an office or schoolroom. So can white walls if they are brilliantly illuminated. And no one, child or adult, can do much of anything if he can’t see — regardless of light level.

Besides this, and due to the phenomenon of brightness contrast, white walls cause things to look blurred. Human complexion goes dull and muddy. So there you are in a white room with a thousand foot-candles of light. You can’t see, and you look like the devil!

Purely from the optical and scientific standpoint, the most flattering of all colors to human beings is a soft tone of blue-green. Whether you like the color or not emotionally, it is quite handsome in its effect. Let me tell you that it was originally devised for hospital operating rooms and beef coolers at packing houses. Blue-green complements the tint of human blood and tissue, for its after-image is a lush warm pink. The surgeon can see better and more sharply as he goes about his gory business — and the butcher can make the toughest chuck meat look like filet mignon.

Let me add that colors like yellow-green, if reflected on your skin, can make you look as if you’re sick to your stomach. And the after-image of purple, which is a mustard yellow, can cause nausea.

In many cases, brightness may be more important than the hue anyhow. And once again I would like to give the architect relatively free choice to express himself.

He shouldn’t enclose space with too much brightness, nor should he let it go black. Consider another fact: while the eye can adjust itself to brightness and to darkness quite comfortably and efficiently if it sees them one after the other, it cannot take the two of them together at one and the same time. A lot of so-called Optical or Op art today is created around this observation.

No functional type of environment should expose large areas of light and dark at one time. White walls and black ceilings or floors, broad areas of yellow set against ultramarine blue, may look rather striking on casual sight, but they will raise havoc with human eyes and dispositions. Constant adjustments to light and dark force the pupil of the eye to open and close. This action, being entirely muscular, can lead to impaired vision, fatigue and psychological irritability. A person can argue in favor of black and white interior decoration until he’s blue in the face — but it’s wrong and can’t be defended. That is, unless you deliberately want to make nervous wrecks out of people.

Where working spaces and environments are concerned, there may not be exactly right and exactly wrong ways of doing things, but there most assuredly are good and poor ways. The process of seeing may be complex in some respects, but in the engineering of brightness and color to aid human vision and work capacity, certain elementary principles will be found to hold true — again with due allowance for choice of individual hues. Here you see what I like to describe as “ideal tones.” Highly satisfactory colors for the enclosing of space or for equipment and work surfaces shouldn’t be too extreme. I sincerely hope I have made this clear. Even more important, great extremes in brightness should never exist at one and the same time in an environment.

For walls, reflectances from 40 to 60 per cent are quite proper and comfortable. For desk tops, work surfaces, furnishings, the reflectances can run from 25 to 40 per cent or higher — but surely not all the way to black or to white.

Colors of media and light tones, as determined here, average out brightness to a comfortable level. They act like visual cushions, so to speak. Where such media and light tones occupy fairly large areas, such as walls, floors, desk or table tops, the eye adjusts to them. It can then look up at things of higher brightness (white paper, for example), or down at darkness (black printing). All will be well. The medium and light tones will always cushion any visual shock. Have my assurance that where the eye is not strained, the body experiences less fatigue, and the disposition remains equable.

Now let me talk about color, space — and illumination. I have a most important point to make, and I trust that what I have to say won’t seem too involved. Illumination creates and destroys space. It changes the aspect of all things in endless ways. Space by no means is empty, nor can it be described as nothingness.

Yet we perceive space in terms of the objects seen within it. And we also perceive illumination in terms of the appearance of objects seen within space. The world seems broad and wide under bright light. In dim light the world crowds in like a great tent. Why do we say night falls when, in truth, what is really happening is that daylight is receding? Darkness which is more or less negative, seems to be positive.

To continue, under bright light, space is readily defined, distances can be nicely determined, forms appear round and three-dimensional, and details, colors and degrees of brightness are all clearly seen. Where light goes dim, however, space seems to contract, distances cannot be well perceived, forms tend to flatten out into silhouettes, details are lost, and color and
degrees of brightness undergo radical transformation.

To quote from my own writings: Plain surfaces when seen at a distance, particularly under dim light, may confuse judgments of distance and space. As far as architecture is concerned, this effect may be wanted and planned for—or it may unexpectedly wreck what the architect had in mind. For example, when a person enters a great enclosure, such as a planetarium, he may be quite conscious that a structural dome is overhead. When the lights go out, the dome may seem to disappear, but the brain may remember that the dome is still there. Yet when stars and planets are projected, a perfect illusion of infinite space is achieved.

One of the greatest problems encountered in the manipulation of color and space centers around strange things that happen under different degrees of illumination.

To digress for a moment, the relatively new Philharmonic Hall at Lincoln Center in New York has its interior painted a deep navy blue. I ask to be forgiven for saying so, but I can think of only one color that would be worse than navy blue, and this would be a funeral purple.

What happens is that when lights are dimmed, the eye—and perception—lose all grip on the navy blue color. It falls apart, so to speak, and loses its identity. It doesn't disappear exactly—it just collapses. This becomes quite distressing to the audience, for in dim light the environment loses its character, structure, form and solidity and grows weird and unreal.

The experience is disturbing. There may be nothing intrinsically wrong with navy blue, but navy blue to be seen for its beauty needs a lot of light. Without such light, the color is meaningless.

Let me add that black has similar odd characteristics. No black surface absorbs all light. Thus we are confronted with the strange fact that black will look blacker and blacker as more light shines upon it, when, in true fact, it reflects more light.

For the human eye to see colors and degrees of brightness clearly, abundant light is necessary—at least twenty-five foot-candles or more.

We learn a few lessons regarding illumination, color and space.

ONE. Where light in an interior is dim, deep colors will lose identity and appear alike. Colors such as navy and maroon which may appear attractive in bright light will become nondescript in dim light.

TWO. Any architect makes a serious mistake if he judges his color effects in one light and then uses them in another. What may be beautiful under one condition may be ugly under another.

THREE. What happens under dim light is that color values melt away on the dark side of a brightness scale. White and very pale colors will hold their character. To be a bit more specific, anyone who designs or chooses colors, say for an auditorium, theater, hotel lobby, night club, cocktail lounge—or even a living room which is meant to appear at its best at night—should not, for walls or large areas, pick any color or color value reflecting less than about 10 to 15 per cent. If he does, let him not expect to have his dreams come true.

Here are examples, in color, of what I am talking about. Shades of red, of gold and brown, of green. Note that with bright light, all tones are visible and meaningful, but where the light is dim, the deeper values lose out.

There are other factors in color which an architect would do well to appreciate—and again, with full allowance for individual color preferences.

In establishing space relationships in a building, either for the interior or exterior, there is a wholly natural sequence or perspective. White, black, pure hues and deep shades all appear near the eye. In what artists have called aerial perspective, as colors shift into distance, that which is dark comes up in values; that which is light in value softens a bit—and all things eventually fade into a medium light neutral gray. Color schemes can be planned to feature this phenomenon, using strong colors and strong contrast for near elements, and grayish colors and weak contrast for far elements.

Likewise there is weight to color, the paler tints looking light in weight and the deeper shades looking heavy. Good architectural balance looks best when it builds from the bottom up. However, inverted balance, commonly used in typography and the graphic arts—the sequence descends from the top down. Otherwise, haphazard assortments of color weight may look clumsy and awkward.

Finally, and on matters of taste, let me offer counsel with two simple observations. Colors fortunately are not all things to all people. There is that which is elemental and that which is more sophisticated. If you are dealing with ordinary Americans in ordinary walks of life—a school, for example, a chain store—the elementary palette will hold greatest appeal. People may intuitively reject or disregard that which lacks direct emotional impact. Small children and uncomplicated mortals will like red and yellow and be confused by any subtleties such as mauve or ecru. So if a color scheme is to be designed for them, use colors that are equally uncomplicated.

On the other hand, in a home, an exclusive shop, where high individuality seems desirable, let the color effects be more exclusive. Here the architect can really let go with his personality.

A color harmony can be generally warm in key or generally cool. Most of the Old Masters liked the warm effect, while a number of the Impressionists favored the cool one.

A color scheme can be out and out primary, or it can swing warm or cool. Any color—red, yellow, green, blue, purple—can have a warm or a cool variation. When these are put together concordantly and harmoniously, the results are truly beautiful.

So again, I advise the architect to let his spirit and his soul guide him. But I would also advise that he learn about his spirit and his soul—and the spirits and souls of others—so that when he does express himself with color in space, he will do so as a competent master, a real pro!
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Wictor, Kenneth P., 7801 Green Twig Rd., Bethesda, Maryland 20034

NORDWEST — CORPORATE

Benners, Edgar H., 310 Pine St., Green Bay

Boettcher, Carl E., 913 Reddin Ave., Neenah

Brandt, Perc, 104 N. 8th St., Manitowoc

Bray, Lawrence E., 1125 N. 38th St., Sheboygan

Brummel, Heinz, 531 Main St., Green Bay 54301

Fields, Louis H., 414 W. Ave., Sheboygan 53084

Gabriel, H. James, 712 Erie Ave., Sheboygan

Ginnew, Boyden D., 1016 Pembroke Dr., Neenah

Gjerstad, Eugene L., 105 Washington Ave., Oshkosh

Gustafson, Richard E., 511 W. Briar Ln., Green Bay

Herrick, Oliver L., 414 E. Walnut St., Green Bay 54301

Ihle, Gordon M., 101 W. Whitney, Green Bay

Irlan, Theodore H., 805 N. Main St., Oshkosh
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Nice to have seen and talked with you at our booth at your state AIA convention. But, we want you to know that we were hardly able to show you all of our WELDWOOD products. We have the most complete line and we'll be seeing you all in the near future and talking with you about our wonderful WELDWOOD products.

For Information call Milwaukee 873-6400

U. S. PLYWOOD CORP.

MILWAUKEE • MADISON • NEENAH
Producers' Council

The Wisconsin Chapter of the Producers' Council held its annual Spring Theater Party for Corporate members of the Wisconsin Chapter, AIA, at the Pabst Theater in Milwaukee on April 22. The evening was topped off with a champagne punch party for guests and cast of "Any Wednesday." Here Larry Parks, star of the cast, presents in behalf of the Producers' Council a check in the amount of $50.00 to Dorothy Schweitzer, Secretary of Wisconsin Architects Foundation. John Marcouiller (r) was program chairman for the event.

At this writing, ballots are going out to select a new treasurer for the Chapter. John Speaker of Kentile has done a most able job and will be moving up to the office of secretary with the installation of officers June 1.

Bill DeLind of L.O.F. has accepted the chairmanship of the Council Baseball picnic at Grant Park. July 11 is the date, and remember it is for the wives and kiddies, too. Jack Workman will handle the "Brats and Beer," and the way Jack makes them, that's a treat in itself.

As you read this, take time to write the date down on your calendar and then talk it up with the wife and plan to attend. I wonder if you architects can beat us (if so, that's a challenge if I ever heard one.

Kurt Aleithe of the Gas Company will handle Council advertising. He replaces Bill Kuhns at that job.

Bud Roster of VerHalen reports the national School Seminar will be in Milwaukee February 16, 1966, at the Tyrolean Town House. We are still hoping to get Dr. Milton Eisenhower as moderator for this event. Bud also reports that the school boards throughout the state will be cooperating with the Council to help make this a success.

The Council First Vice-Presidents' National Conference will be held August 4 and 5 at the French Lick-Sheraton Hotel, French Lick, Indiana. Herb Rother of Azrock will attend and represent this Chapter.

Just a note — the Producers' Council Annual Golf outing will be at Merrill Hills Country Club again this year. It will be mid-September.

Russell Sandhoejner
President, Wisconsin Chapter
Producers' Council

New Director, New Officers

In the established sequence of the annual change in Directors of Wisconsin Architects Foundation, three members were replaced by appointments made by the Executive Committee of the Wisconsin Chapter, AIA. The new Directors were installed at the Foundation's Twelfth Annual Meeting on May 4 at Delavan, Wisconsin, and beginning a 3-year term were Allen J. Strang, Harry Bogner and Donn Hougen. The nine member directorship includes Frederick J. Schweitzer, the new President, Sheldon Segel, Vice President, Maynard W. Meyer, Secretary-Treasurer, and Ralph Kloppenburg, Eugene Wasserman, Byron C. Bloomfield. The departing members, all of whom had served two consecutive 3-year terms (maximum), and who received sincere thanks for their devoted service, were Roger M. Herbst, former President, Nathaniel W. Sample, Vice President, and Fritz von Grossmann.

Resume

Wisconsin Architects Foundation provided $4,800 in Tuition Grants for the academic year 1964-65. This involved eleven Wisconsin architectural students during the first semester, thirteen the second. Of the thirteen, four will graduate in June. The Foundation has already received requests for consideration in Fall from six new students, and, from past experience, the number will increase as the new term approaches.

The Foundation will need at least $4,000 to face the new year, and, while able to depend on a substantial part from Organizations Associated with the Profession, some of whom contribute on an annual basis, plus money derived from memorials and the praiseworthy support of WAL, the Foundation looks to the State AIA membership for funds to further this effort.

The Foundation's complete dedication to its ultimate purpose of encouraging and supporting a curriculum in architecture at the University of Wisconsin should be a well known fact. The evolution of the advanced courses in Environmental Design, previously reported in this publication by a release from the University, and commented upon by the Foundation in the last issue, will become the lever for the desired architectural expansion. The Foundation and the State AIA Education Committee will work hard with representatives of the University to bring about the inclusion of the necessary linking architectural courses.

Two checks received from The Producer's Council, Inc., also have the Foundation's gratitude; one for $50 resulting from a Theater Party; the other for $115 coming from product seminars instituted in the State. Further contributions are expected to result from the latter.

(continued on page 70)
CORPORATE

Ronald G. Bowen
BORN: August 14, 1934
RESIDED: Madison, Wisconsin
FIRM: Bowen and Kanazawa
DEGREE: University of Illinois, B.A. and MS
Advanced from Associate Membership

Steven Joseph Demeter
BORN: October 11, 1920
RESIDED: Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin
FIRM: Tannenbaum, Koehn & Demeter
DEGREE: University of Zagreb, Yugoslavia, Engineer of Architecture
Advanced from Associate Membership

John Francis Funck
BORN: September 7, 1932
RESIDED: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
FIRM: Herbst, Jacoby & Herbst
DEGREE: University of Notre Dame, B.A.
Advanced from Associate Membership

Richard R. Griffith
BORN: November 17, 1928
RESIDED: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
FIRM: Architect, First Wisconsin National Bank
DEGREE: Yale Univ., B.A. Major in Arch., Univ. of Minnesota, B.A.
New Member

Richard Erwin Gustafson
BORN: November 25, 1923
RESIDED: Green Bay, Wisconsin
FIRM: John E. Somerville Assoc., Inc., Green Bay, Wisconsin
DEGREE: University of Mich., B.A.
Advanced from Associate Membership

Wayne Henry Haney
BORN: April 23, 1933
RESIDED: Kenosha, Wisconsin
FIRM: Wilson Associates
DEGREE: University of Illinois, B. of Arch. New Member

Henry Kiyoshi Kanazawa
BORN: July 1, 1922
RESIDED: Madison, Wisconsin
FIRM: Bowen and Kanazawa
DEGREE: Univ. of Nebraska, B.A. of Arch.; Illinois Inst. of Tech., M. of Arch. New Member

Frederick Loewen
BORN: August 14, 1927
RESIDED: Deerfield, Wisconsin
FIRM: State of Wisconsin, Bureau of Engineering, Madison
DEGREE: Univ. of Minnesota, B.A.
Advanced from Associate Membership

George Arthur Douglas Schuett
BORN: October 4, 1926
RESIDED: Glendale, Wisconsin
FIRM: Architects III, Inc.
Advanced from Associate Membership

Arthur Warren Schwartz
BORN: February 8, 1934
RESIDED: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
FIRM: Herbst, Jacoby & Herbst
DEGREE: Univ. of Illinois, B. of A.
Advanced from Associate Membership

PROFESSIONAL

ASSOCIATESHIP

Richard Joseph Diedrich
BORN: May 8, 1936
RESIDED: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
FIRM: Jordan Miller & George Waltz, Architects
DEGREE: Univ. of Illinois, B.A. and M.A.
New Member

Robert G. Knopp
BORN: September 22, 1921
RESIDED: Brookfield, Wisconsin
FIRM: Robert Knopp, Architect
DEGREE: University of Illinois, B.S.
New Member

Allan R. Lynnes
BORN: August 27, 1924
RESIDED: Eau Claire, Wisconsin
FIRM: Paul-Hallbeck-Assoc., Architects New Member

Richard Dale Michael
BORN: March 28, 1935
RESIDED: Eau Claire, Wisconsin
FIRM: Paul, Hallbeck, Assoc.
DEGREE: Univ. of Illinois, B.A.
New Member

John Goering Richards
BORN: August 19, 1933
RESIDED: Madison, Wisconsin
FIRM: Ames, Torkelson & Nugent
DEGREE: Univ. of Illinois, B.A.
New Member

Frederick Wegener
BORN: February 3, 1932
RESIDED: Madison, Wisconsin
FIRM: John J. Flad & Associates
DEGREE: Univ. of Ill., B.A.
New Member

Richard William Zeiner
BORN: April 26, 1931
RESIDED: Sheboygan, Wisconsin
FIRM: Lawrence E. Bray & Assoc., Inc.
DEGREE: Univ. of Illinois, B.A.
New Member

ASSOCIATES

Eugene H. Carter
BORN: July 18, 1926
RESIDED: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
FIRM: Koerner Associates
New Member

Robert Allen Hoven
BORN: December 23, 1940
RESIDED: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
FIRM: Grasso-Johnson-Wagner & Isley, Inc.
New Member

Thomas Armin Knoop
BORN: August 12, 1939
RESIDED: Madison, Wisconsin
FIRM: John J. Flad, Assoc.
DEGREE: Iowa State Univ., B.A.
New Member

William Clark Krommenhoek
BORN: September 28, 1935
RESIDED: Oshkosh, Wisconsin
FIRM: Gjerstad & Assoc., Inc.
DEGREE: Univ. of Nebraska, B.A.
New Member

Lyle N. Kussman
BORN: March 15, 1938
RESIDED: Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin
FIRM: Office of Don Hougen
New Member

Joseph Robert Legan, Jr.
BORN: September 25, 1938
RESIDED: Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
FIRM: The Shepherd Assoc., Architects
DEGREE: Univ. of Notre Dame, B.A.
New Member

Thomas James Lehnen
BORN: February 4, 1938
RESIDED: Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
FIRM: Miller & Waltz
DEGREE: Univ. of Illinois, B.A.
New Member

Douglas James McNamee
BORN: April 5, 1927
RESIDED: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
FIRM: Mark F. Pfaller, Assoc., Inc.
New Member

Lawrence Monberg, Jr.
BORN: November 23, 1940
RESIDED: Kenosha, Wisconsin
FIRM: Lawrence Monberg & Assoc., Inc. New Member

David Schroeder
BORN: February 8, 1930
RESIDED: Rothschild, Wisconsin
FIRM: Donald M. Schoepke
DEGREE: Univ. of Minnesota, B.A.
New Member

(continued on page 66)
I was delighted to see the editorial and the article by Harry Bogner on ugliness in the April, 1965, issue of Wisconsin Architect. These two pleas for action, to preserve the beauty of the countryside and to redeem our cities from unsightliness, are most welcome and timely. There are, in fact, a number of efforts under way to protect or add to the beauty of Wisconsin. The support and advice of Wisconsin's architects are needed to help make these efforts successful.

Henry S. Reuss, Member of Congress
Washington, D. C.

You are doing a fine job with the Wisconsin Architect. Please continue . . . your sensitive hand is most apparent. If anyone doubts my "keen eye" let him compare. . . .

Karel Yasko, FAIA
Bethesda, Maryland

The Wisconsin Architect staff is to be commended for the manner in which they published the Environmental Design information in the April issue.

Byron C. Bloomfield, Chairman
Environmental Design Executive Committee
University Facility Research Center
The University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

I want to compliment you on the most recent issue of the Wisconsin Architect. This is a big issue, and one that entailed a lot of work, but it really looks good.

Mrs. Helen Schneider, Executive Director
New Jersey Society of Architects
American Institute of Architects
East Orange, N. J.

Your April issue of Wisconsin Architect crossed my desk today and in browsing through I noticed an excellent section devoted to wood. I am always looking for good ideas for our publication. I would be very much interested in your dropping me a short note explaining how you were able to create such a nice section. Keep up the good work! It looks like you've got a real nice magazine going for you.

David A. Lacy, Executive Director
Architects Society of Ohio
American Institute of Architects
Columbus, Ohio

I think the Wisconsin Architect looks excellent in its new format. It certainly matches the quality of the best regional architectural books we get in our office.

T. G. Bennett, Advertising Manager,
Engineered Products, Inland Steel Products Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

Continued from Page 23

rectangles and neatly arranged sheet metal people-containers on rubber tires.

An interior inclosure may be a room but not necessarily a space. There is a difference. If we are to think of space as having a conferred character and degrees of quality, then we must move away from its physical definition (that which is characterized by dimension, boundlessness and indefinite divisibility) and consider its attributes. We are not concerned with boundless space of indefinite divisibility, but with bounded space of definite divisibility—architectural space. This kind of space can be represented in a plan, an elevation, a model or a verbal description, but it would be exceedingly hard to represent as a sensuous response. Architectural space is a physical fact, but more than anything else, it is a personal experience.

This is its quality of spirituality, which we may feel in the cathedral space as divine, but in any well-conceived secular space — railroad station, a hotel lobby, an outdoor plaza — as something approaching the sublime. One may feel his higher and better self responding to a sublime space, and the world "spiritual" as used in this discourse has reference to the everyday possibility of doing something good for the human spirit, rather than regard for the Sunday evocations.

Quality in space has nothing to do with size, but it is affected by the way dimensions, proportions and accoutrements make the space appropriate to its uses. Once, after traveling for several hours in a Pullman roomette, I became interested in the ingenious provisions for the passenger's well-being tucked into this tiny capsule, and listed them all in a notebook.

There was a commodious seat with room to stretch the legs; with the turn of a lever, the wall back of the seat could be lowered to present the traveler with a bed ready for use. On the wall was a control panel: temperature settings, wall fan and ceiling vent fan; porter call button; ceiling light, night light and mirror light; an electric outlet. When the bed was down, there was a ready light. Toilet, wash basin, carafe, two coat hangers, wall-to-wall carpet, clips for attaching a small table, razor blade depository, suitcase rack, soap, towels, closet, shoe bin, two mirrors, zipper curtains, sliding door with a secure lock and, on the other side, a picture window.

A lot of activity was possible in this little room. It was limited but not cramped, and for the period of temporary occupancy not only adequate but quite a happy place. I have seen penitentiary cells for two inmates, certainly not designed for amenities, converted into at least the semblance of a living space by the disposition of radio, books, pictures, cushions and all the allowable personal effects that could be crowded into a room not much bigger than a roomette. And, of course, the adroit designing of limited space to create a certain illusionistic amplitude will be an important factor in the morale of those who someday will journey to other planets.

At the Miami convention, there was some discussion of architectural questions posed by the convention
ROSENBERG
RELCO
HYDROMATIC ELEVATORS
The Ultimate in Oil-Hydraulic Design

ECONOMICALLY INSTALLED AND OPERATED ELEVATORS THAT USE THE SAFE, RELIABLE FORCE OF OIL UNDER HYDRAULIC PRESSURE FOR FAST, TROUBLE-FREE VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION

ROSENBERG ELEVATOR CO., INC.
37 N. Teutonia Avenue
Waukegan, Wisconsin 53209
RELCO Hydromatic Elevators provide new lows in

RELCO Hydromatic Elevators are especially designed for buildings new or old requiring travel to 60 feet in height — with express delivery of speeds in excess of 150 feet per minute. They are designed to handle any size or capacity load to meet requirements.

Economical in first cost, these elevators can provide savings up to one-half over other types. They furnish economy in performance and maintenance, and greater savings in building construction.

Check the many up-to-date features of RELCO Hydromatic Elevators — features that mean smoother, lower-cost, lower maintenance operation — then ask your RELCO Sales Engineer to prove how you're money ahead with a RELCO Hydromatic Elevator.

RUGGED, HIGH-DUTY COMPONENTS PROVIDE RELIABLE, LOW-MAINTENANCE ELEVATOR OPERATION

CYLINDER AND PISTON UNIT

... represent the ultimate in up-to-date design. New double-preloaded packing incorporates both primary and secondary self-adjusting sealing, eliminating oil leakage. Smooth performance. Polyvinyl-wrapped cylinders prevent underground corrosion and damage from electrolysis or acid soil conditions, assuring longer life. Nominal sizes range from 4\(\frac{1}{2}\) to 12\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches in diameter.

PLATFORM AND SLING

The platform and sling are specially designed to meet the installation's loading requirements — fabricated from heavy structural steel and formed metal shapes. The platform is constructed from rugged box sections which provide high rigidity and resistance to flexing, even under the most difficult loading. Adjustable brace rods, suspended from the top guide-shoe assembly, furnish additional strength and rigidity to the entire unit. Depending on the intended type of service, car guide shoes may be rigid, swivel-adjustable or super-quiet rubber-tired roller types.

CARS

Passenger cars have a wide selection of architectural design in shapes and colors. Constructed from stainless steel, Formica paneling, or durable baked enamel on steel, they are trimmed to harmonize perfectly with the building decor. Diffused, fluorescent lighting is soft, cove recessed, and of the proper brilliance.

Freight-car enclosures are built of rugged 14-gage reinforced steel panels for hard wear and abuse. Special features, such as truck rub rails, special lighting, removable tops and call signals and buzzers, may be included.
Both installation and maintenance costs

Power unit is completely enclosed and soundproofed in normal operation. Compact and easily accessible.

RELCO POWER UNITS

... provide advanced design in smooth, quiet, vibrationless lifting. Pump and motor are fully rubber isolated. A vibration dampener in the hydraulic circuit eliminates pulsations. Straight-line valve manifolding permits smooth, unbroken oil flow — makes higher lifting speeds possible. All valves are at the top and front of the unit — adjustment is quick and easy. Oil reservoir tank is completely sealed and the breather air is filtered — oil stays clean. Five standard-size power units cover an extremely wide range of elevator speeds and capacities, satisfying all requirements.

CONTROLLER

... is custom built to provide the exact operating sequences required. Designed to include the best electrical relays and switches for long trouble-free performance. Completely enclosed to prevent entry of dust, dirt, and other foreign matter. Control elements and relays are conveniently arranged to permit quick inspection and servicing.
SUCCESSFUL COMPLEMENT TO MODERN BUILDING DESIGN

LAPHAM HALL
New Science Building, Kenwood Campus
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE

WALTER SCHROEDER HALL
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY, Milwaukee
Architect: E. Brielmaier & Sons Co.

SULLIVAN HALL
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON
Architect: Mittelbusher & Tourtelot, Chicago, Ill.

NEW ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
MILWAUKEE SCHOOL BOARD
Architect: Grassold-Johnson & Associates
Assoc. Architect: Fred A. Wegner

WHEN PLANNING MODERN VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION FOR PASSENGERS OR FOR FREIGHT, FEEL FREE TO CALL ON RELCO FOR ASSISTANCE IN PLANNING DESIGN AND ENGINEERING...

F. ROSENBERG ELEVATOR CO., INC., 6737 North Teutonia Avenue
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53209
Madison Branch: 634 W. Main St., Madison, Wis. • Alpine 5-0507
TRACTION ELEVATORS — DUMBWAITERS / ESCALATORS — MOVING SIDEWALKS
Wisconsin’s Largest Elevator Manufacturer
Mr. Architect:
The following Concrete Block Producers invite you to call them for all shapes and sizes of concrete block.

**WISCONSIN CONCRETE PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION — MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antigo</td>
<td>ANTIGO BLOCK COMPANY</td>
<td>8th Avenue &amp; Milton Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appleton</td>
<td>APPLETON CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>1132 E. Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appleton</td>
<td>SCHULTZ CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>Route 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beloit</td>
<td>BELoit CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>1575 Prairie Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>ALBY BLOCK COMPANY</td>
<td>W140 N5998 Lilly Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler</td>
<td>BEST BLOCK COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Grove</td>
<td>GROVE BLOCK &amp; SUPPLY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clintonville</td>
<td>THOMPSON BROS.</td>
<td>100 W. 14th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eau Claire</td>
<td>FEHR CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>1103 Menomonie Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eau Claire</td>
<td>KLEIST CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>R-28 Cameron Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgerton</td>
<td>EDGERTON SAND &amp; GRAVEL</td>
<td>421 Highway S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fond du Lac</td>
<td>FOND DU LAC CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>183 W. Follett Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillett</td>
<td>GILLET CEMENT PRODUCTS</td>
<td>Route 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Bay</td>
<td>F. HURLBUT COMPANY</td>
<td>201 Cedar Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Bay</td>
<td>WILLIAM VANESS</td>
<td>1156 Velp Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janesville</td>
<td>JANESVILLE SAND &amp; GRAVEL</td>
<td>P.O. Box 427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiel</td>
<td>ARENZ BLOCK COMPANY</td>
<td>6620 - 36th Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenosha</td>
<td>THOMPSON CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>P.O. Box 578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Crosse</td>
<td>HEMSTOCK BROS.</td>
<td>2840 University Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison</td>
<td>WISCONSIN BRICK &amp; BLOCK, INC.</td>
<td>P.O. Box 424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitowoc</td>
<td>FRED RADANY &amp; SONS</td>
<td>P.O. Box 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marathon</td>
<td>SONNENTAG CONCRETE &amp; GRAVEL</td>
<td>Route 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menomonie</td>
<td>MIDWESTERN BLOCK</td>
<td>N91 W17174 Appleton Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menomonee Falls</td>
<td>FALLS BLOCK &amp; SUPPLY Co.</td>
<td>820 W. Montana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>BERTHLET FUEL &amp; SUPPLY</td>
<td>4400 S. 13th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>MARAMONTE &amp; SON</td>
<td>10911 W. Bluemound Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>WEST ALLIS CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okauchee</td>
<td>JAECKLE’S CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>P.O. Box 913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oshkosh</td>
<td>BADGER CONCRETE CO.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinelander</td>
<td>CONCRETE PRODUCTS Co.</td>
<td>4 Curran Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine</td>
<td>JENSEN WAYLITE BLOCK &amp; SUPPLY</td>
<td>3116 - 21st Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts</td>
<td>STEVENMAN CEMENT PRODUCTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparta</td>
<td>HEMSTOCK CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>Box 296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheboygan</td>
<td>SHEBOYGAN BRICK Co.</td>
<td>3221 Mill Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheboygan</td>
<td>VAN DER VAART BRICK</td>
<td>1427 S. 15th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Point</td>
<td>STEVENS POINT CONCRETE</td>
<td>210 Patch Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waukesha</td>
<td>WAUKESHA BLOCK COMPANY</td>
<td>1800 E. Main Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waupaca</td>
<td>LAKE SIDE GRAVEL &amp; BLOCK</td>
<td>Route 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wausau</td>
<td>WAUSAU CONCRETE</td>
<td>318 Winton Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bend</td>
<td>WEST BEND PRODUCTS</td>
<td>Route 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmot</td>
<td>RAUSCH BUILDING &amp; SUPPLY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Rapids</td>
<td>WISCONSIN VALLEY CONCRETE PRODUCTS</td>
<td>P.O. Box 668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenda</td>
<td>POLYOCK BROS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These Concrete Block Producers protect your design with QUALITY PRODUCTS.
Continued from Page 42

hotel. Along with some deprecations, Robert Anshen acknowledged that it did have a sense of carnival and fun about it. Sir Basil Spence mentioned that he had never seen so many happy faces "in spite of the fact that when I walk down there I am afraid of being bitten by the architecture." In his Charette magazine, James D. Van Trump paid tribute to the building's quality of presenting a vast open side towards the beach, and of, in effect, putting the Atlantic Ocean on stage.

My own subsequent reflections played back a distinct mood of jauntiness in strolling about the hotel's interior public spaces, its outdoor elevated promenade and the winding walks that flowed towards the beach. It was finally disturbing to suspect that my debonair and Continental flavor — I was beginning to remind myself a little of Fred Astaire — grew somehow out of a feeling of superiority to the setting, to an amused condescension toward this quickly assimilated, throw-away architecture with its Aztec devices sticking out from the walls and its live alligators in a pool under the grand stairway. What seemed truly immoral about the building was that after a rational and high-spirited organization of its public space, and after establishing an exciting relationship with the beach and the ocean, there should have been felt a need to pull back, and to throw the decor into a clown act so as not to puzzle the tourists with anything that was profoundly felt, except possibly hunger and thirst.

This has to be integrated into the concept, so the architect, like so many other Miami designers of hotels, motels, steak pits, luaus and other hedonistic retreats, shows his contempt for the tourist by designing what somebody has decided the tourist wants — something out of the late, late Grade C tropical paradise for the sacrifice of virgins. There may be something to that, but if somebody is going to cater to my character defects, why should it have to be an architect?

To create a place for public concourse is a solemn responsibility, even if the place is intended for fun and carnival. The architect, like the painter, is a kind of magician. His tricks should come through so convincingly that they do not reveal themselves as tricks but as manifestations of a knowledgeable insight as to his audience, and control over his medium. The audience feels uneasy when it finds that it has been played down to, and it respects the artist who requires attention for an honest performance.

No one, least of all the designer commissioned to contribute to the human environment, should take liberties with the human spirit. The human spirit needs every advantage that can be offered to it. There are going to be a lot more human beings within the next couple of decades, and a lot more human spirit to be accommodated in solitary, household and public places. The people who are moving back in are today's pioneers. If the architect helps them to cultivate an enlivened taste by letting them experience it in his work, they will also cultivate the kind of demands that support more and better architecture.
Choose every tile you need from MOSAIC

The Mosaic Tile Company • General Office: Cleveland, Ohio

Mosaic Tile Company
Washington Service Center

4020 N. 126th Street • Brookfield, Wisconsin 53005
Phone: 781-5620

Donald L. Zerr, Sales Representative
Larry C. Paulsen, Service Center Manager
(the Roof Deck is DULITE!) With an insulation value four times that of ordinary concrete, DULITE scores another distinct advantage over other roof systems. Add to this – 2-hour Underwriters’ Rating; high acoustical sound control; standard structural design for economy; fast construction; strength and permanence; low maintenance; immediate and continuing savings – and you have some mighty sound reasons for the selection of DULITE and the Duwe System.

DUWE PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.

PHONE: area 414 231-3980 • P.O. BOX 1277 • OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN

Construction is streamlined efficiently with the Duwe System — newest advance in precast construction. Deck and joist are precast at the factory, pre-cured, then taken to the site. A factory-trained crew, with Duwe field supervisor, does the installation without delay of other trades.
COLLEGE AVENUE BRIDGE, named "second most beautiful bridge in America," is protected and beautified by Peerless Coatings, manufactured to State of Wisconsin specifications. Award was made for 1960 in the aesthetic prize bridge competition sponsored annually by the American Institute of Steel Construction. Spanning the historic Fox River at Appleton, the structure was designed by Bridge Section, State Highway Commission.

WUNDERLICH BROS. CONSTRUCTION CO., Contractor  ■ PEERLESS Red Lead Primer  ■ PEERLESS Field Coat Aluminum

PEERLESS PAINT MANUFACTURING COMPANY

CHEMICAL RESISTANT EPOXIES  ■ TRAFFIC CONTROL PAINT  ■ CONTRACTOR FINISHES SWIMMING POOL FINISHES  ■ GOVERNMENT SPEC. PAINTS  ■ URETHANE FLOOR FINISHES RUST INHIBITIVE PRIMERS  ■ DRI MIST FLATS LATEX EMULSIONS  ■ HEAVY DUTY ENAMELS

Please send information on...

My name is... Address on letterhead attached Peerless Paint Manufacturing Co., 118 No. Bennett Appleton, Wisconsin 54910  ■ Phone 414-734-1449

INDUSTRIAL PAINTS AND FINISHES SINCE 1928
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Q BLOCK
QUALITY WALLS AND FENCES OF FASHION

Patterned 4-inch-square Q BLOCK was smartly put to double duty as a garden retainer and fence foundation.

Here 8-inch square and lintel units create an unusual wall treatment.

Q BLOCK masonry has an unusual offering or ornamental units to strike anyone's fancy. These units hold views and winds to a minimum and are uniformly modular to embrace any area—whether an estate or postage stamp lot. Q BLOCK has a built-in design that can't rot, rust, warp, or distort in any way. And there is absolutely no maintenance needed. Fence mending isn't a part of Q BLOCK masonry's character. It stays looking as natural as if it had grown there.

Best Block Company
W140 N5998 LILY ROAD
781-7200
it's new . . . and now available
GLAZED PROVINCIALS COLOR LITERATURE
please write for your copy

DEVELOPMENT, PROPERTIES, CHARACTERISTICS
COLOR REPRODUCTIONS
APPLICATIONS AND USES
SPECIFICATION, WARRANTY
NEW PRODUCTS, GLAZED TIARAS
AND GLAZED SOLAR SCREENS

DEVELOPMENT, PROPERTIES, CHARACTERISTICS
APPLICATIONS AND USES
NEW PRODUCTS, GLAZED TIARAS
AND GLAZED SOLAR SCREENS

MANUFACTURING DIVISIONS
DES MOINES CLAY COMPANY
MASON CITY BRICK AND TILE COMPANY
OSKALOOSA CLAY PRODUCTS COMPANY
OTTUMWA BRICK AND TILE COMPANY
REDFIELD BRICK AND TILE COMPANY

MASON CITY
Brick and Tile Company
513 FOSHAY TOWER
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN
YOUR DESIGN IN A GUARANTEED WATERTIGHT GRID SYSTEM

Fenmark grid wall systems offer unmatched design freedom: massive areas of glass, striking structural effects, and narrow sight lines. The professional center shown here, designed by Architect Leo A. Daly, presented an unusual problem in weather integrity—penetration of the support beam through the facade. Fenmark provided the answer. It is available in load-bearing and non load-bearing, prime painted or permanent color finish, clad with stainless steel or bronze, in an endless variety of sizes and shapes. Work with Fenestra—60 years of engineering experience is at your service.

Fenestra Incorporated, Architectural Products Division, 1101 East Kibby Street, Lima, Ohio 45802.

Composite Floor Systems, 'D' Panel Roof Systems, Metal Wall Panels, Davidson Architectural Porcelain, Hollow Metal Doors and Frames.

FENESTRA REPRESENTATIVE IN WISCONSIN:
Ackley-Dornbach, Inc.
2309 North 89th Street
Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin

FENESTRA
When USS COR-TEN Steel comes from the mill it looks like any other steel, but after blast cleaning and exposure to the elements, dramatic changes occur. When used bare for building exteriors, COR-TEN Steel gradually weathers through a spectrum of oranges, russets, browns and charcoal blues until it attains a dark, rich color and even texture that only nature can impart. This distinctive oxide inhibits further corrosion and preserves the structural integrity of the steel and, unlike most man-made materials, becomes more handsome with age. COR-TEN Steel's ability to weather beautifully is graphically illustrated on the facing page.

The samples at left were cut from a single COR-TEN Steel plate. Each piece is 4" x 6". The samples were placed out-of-doors on weathering racks inclined at a 30° angle at United States Steel's Applied Research Center, Monroeville, Pennsylvania. One set was exposed in the spring, the other in the fall. At the intervals indicated, the samples were removed until progressive sets covering a two-year period were obtained.

Note that while the set started in the spring weathered more rapidly in its earlier stages due to increased rainfall, both sets exhibit virtually the same color and texture after approximately two years' exposure. Also evident in the early stages of exposure is the slightly lighter drip line which occurred at the lower edge of each sample. This, too, disappeared between the six-month and one-year exposure periods. The rich, natural color exhibited by the two-year samples can be expected to darken still further with longer exposure.

The atmosphere in which these samples were exposed can be classified as semi-industrial. The time period required to attain these colors in other locations may vary depending on weather conditions, degree of air pollution, and direction of exposure.

USS COR-TEN Steel offers an added bonus. It is a high-strength low-alloy steel up to 40% stronger than structural carbon steel, so it can be used in thinner sections to cut weight. It is also weldable.

USS COR-TEN Steel is available in all rolled steel products—plates, structurals (including wide flange), bars, sheets, strip, and tubular products.

A word of caution: Bare COR-TEN Steel may not be appropriate for all applications. A thorough understanding of its properties and limitations is important for its satisfactory use. Writing for our new booklet, "USS COR-TEN Steel for Exposed Architectural Applications," or contact a USS construction representative through your nearest USS Sales Office. United States Steel, Room 7374, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. USS and COR-TEN are registered trademarks.
MAGNIFICENCE IN BRICK

... in the rich colors of Illinois Brick Company's "West Mold" brick as manufactured at its Danville, Illinois, Western plant. Designed with strict attention to detail and laid up with exemplary craftsmanship, St. Anastasia Church is low in cost, strikingly attractive, and displays the stability of a firm religious faith and function.

For authoritative information on common and face brick call or write:

ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY
228 North LaSalle Street  Chicago, Illinois  FR 2-8727
ASSOCIATION OF MILWAUKEE, INC.

35 W. Blue Mound Road, Milwaukee, Wis., Phone 258-8176

John A. Steinman, Exec. Secretary

assure responsible performance, contact a member of the Association who is experienced and skilled in the fields of:

- Air conditioning.
- Residential warm air heating and cooling.
- Exterior building ornamentation — protection — weatherproofing — gutters, flashings, metal roofs, metal curtain walls.
- Metal buildings, metal trim.
- Building appurtenances — skylights, windows, doors, lockers, shelving, partitions, etc.
- Industrial fume removal and waste material collection and handling.
- Industrial ventilations — exhaust and make-up air.
- Fabrication and manufacture of sheet metal specialties.

MEMBERSHIP ROSTER — 1965

CO HEATING & A/C
33 W. Fond du Lac Ave.
258-2200

EKANDER HTG. & S/M, INC.
D E. North St.
Eau Claire, Wis.
(W classification)

ECOA S/M CONTRACTORS, INC.
5 Niagara St.
Eau Claire, Wis.
786-4730

ER HEATING & A/C
60 N. Green Bay Ave.
562-0564

M. A. BENZ S/M PRODUCTS
33 N. 124th St.
781-6980

ED A. BORCHERT S/M WORKS, INC.
25 N. 23rd St.
445-1595

OZEK HTG. & S/M CORP.
15 N. 12th St.
645-1535

TITTERS-FETTING CO., INC.
60 S. Third St.
645-1535

NTURY SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.
12 N. 25th St.
445-6220

J. A. CHRISTIAansen ROOFING CO., INC.
39 W. Purnude St.
445-4141

MSHAR HTG. & S/M CO., INC.
40 S. 92nd St.
321-4242

OWNEY HEATING CO.
30 W. Michigan St.
933-3123

OEGKAMP FURNACE CO.
11 W. Fond du Lac Ave.
933-8950

CHENBUNG HTG. & S/M WORKS, INC.
358 N. Fifth St.
562-0945

FRED GOETHEL S/M WORKS, INC.
18 W. Fond du Lac Ave.
873-1100

HN F. Graf HTG. & S/M, INC.
24 N. 48th St.
445-4570

GROESCHEL & SON
57 W. Burleigh St.
873-8815

UL J. GRUNAU CO.
17 W. Loyaton Ave.
481-5400

LOUIS HOFFMANN CO.
117 N. Jefferson St.
276-2695

THE HOLMING CO.
2443-2449 N. 23rd St.
374-0226

INDUSTRIAL S/M WORKS CO.
1024-1028 S. Fifth St.
672-4540

W. H. JACKLIN, INC.
2700 W. Silver Spring Dr.
466-7040

KELLY-MOHRRUSEN CO., INC.
11227 W. Forest Home Ave.
Franklin, Wis.
425-5780

KONICKI HTG. & A/C CO.
1919 S. 13th St.
383-3380

KRAMER HTG. & MFG., INC.
2585 S. 33rd St.
383-0043

LAKESIDE SHEET METAL WORKS
3117 N. Oakland Ave.
322-3880

LANGER ROOFING & S/M, INC.
4320 N. 35th St.
871-8800

MANTEI SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.
4522 W. Greenfield Ave.
645-3114

G. F. MARTH & SON
3126 N. 31st St.
444-9686

MEMMEL S/M & HTG. CO., INC.
5254 N. 124th St.
464-5080

MILWAUKEE FURNACE CO.
2138 W. Notional Ave.
645-8969

C. A. MOHRHUSEN, INC., PLUMBING & HEATING CONTRACTORS
N89 W16340 Main St.
Menomonee Falls, Wis.
781-5710

PFLUGRADT CO.
419 N. 27th St.
933-2004

WILLIAM PIETSCHE CO.
2468 W. Lisbon Ave.
342-1109

POJA HEATING & S/M CO.
1122 E. Holt Ave.
481-9010

REGALI COMPANY, INC.
9036 W. Schlinger Ave.
258-2144

LOUIS REINKE S/M WORKS, INC.
536 S. Fifth St.
276-2762

REINKE & SCHOMANN, INC.
1400 E. Park Place
964-1600

ROESLER SHEET METAL CO.
10612 W. Greenwood Terr.
353-6320

JOS. ROMBERGER CO.
2117 W. Cherry St.
342-4024

SCHUMANN & RODEN CO.
2473 W. Fond du Lac Ave.
372-3670

SEIDER HEATING CO.
2301 W. Hopkins St.
871-0050

STANDARD SHEET METAL WORKS
3295 N. 30th St.
873-7020

SUNN HEATING & S/M, INC.
722 S. Fifth St.
645-5560

SUPER SKY PRODUCTS, INC.
11040 N. Wilson Dr.
Mequon, Wis.
1-242-2000

VETTER HARDWARE & S/M
2578 W. Holton St.
374-1119

VOIGHT SHEET METAL, INC.
5812 N. 97th St.
463-4930

WALTERS SHEET METAL CORP.
5024 N. 33rd St.
873-2430

WELCH'S, INC., MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
10526 W. Forest Home Ave.
Hales Corners, Wis.
425-1940

WENNINGER COMPANY, INC.
1728 W. National Ave.
671-0192

WINKLER SHEET METAL, INC.
1122 E. Holt Ave.
481-9010

ZIEN SHEET METAL CO.
3501 W. Formount Ave.
463-6100
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**GENERAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF GREATER MILWAUKEE**

Each Milwaukee AGC Member Sells Skill, Responsibility and Integrity

**SKILL** — each possesses technical knowledge and practical experience to complete a quality job on time and in an economical manner.

**RESPONSIBILITY** — each must have cash or credit to meet commitments, as well as equipment and organization.

**INTEGRITY** — each must comply with the spirit as well as the letter of his construction contract and perform each job with fairness and honor.

---

**GET A GOOD PRODUCT FROM THESE COMPETITORS!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAUER CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.</td>
<td>3411 W. Hopkins St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216..........................445-0986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECKER CONSTRUCTION CO.</td>
<td>1810 S. Calhoun Rd. — P.O. Box No. 6 New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151........786-8260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENTLEY CONSTRUCTION CO.</td>
<td>125 E. National Ave. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204.........................383-1500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOS. H. BENTLEY &amp; SON, INC.</td>
<td>3131 W. Mill Road Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209............................352-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. G. BEYER, INC.</td>
<td>1701 N. Mayfair Road Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226........................774-6881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAHLMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.</td>
<td>4200 N. First St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212.............................962-3102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERHARD-BERGHAMMER, INC.</td>
<td>5420 W. State St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208.............................258-1818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDW. E. GILLEN CO.</td>
<td>218 W. Becher St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207.............................744-9824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. GUENTHER &amp; SONS CO.</td>
<td>1828 S. 76th St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53214.............................476-2150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. J. HEINEN, INC.</td>
<td>2618 N. 4th St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212..............................562-7135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERSHEY CONSTRUCTION &amp; ENGINEERING CO.</td>
<td>3726 N. Palmer St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212.............................372-8683</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNZINGER CONSTRUCTION CO.</td>
<td>4577 N. 124th St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53225.............................781-9100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOS. P. JANSEN CO.</td>
<td>5376 N. Teutonia Ave. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209.......................442-1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. V. JOHN &amp; SON, INC.</td>
<td>13555 Juneau Blvd. Elm Grove, Wisconsin 53212...........................782-6141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLUK &amp; SMITH CO.</td>
<td>4425 W. Mitchell St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53214........................383-6100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOTHER MASONRY, INC.</td>
<td>13300 Watertown Plank Road Elm Grove, Wisconsin 53212....................786-6490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOTZE CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.</td>
<td>3722 W. Pierce St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53215............................645-7520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KROENING ENGINEERING CORPORATION</td>
<td>4500 W. Mitchell St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53214..........................645-1847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUPINSKI, INC.</td>
<td>2150 N. First St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212............................962-1778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAS. MAIER &amp; SON CO.</td>
<td>1643 N. 30th St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208.............................933-2211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRITT, CHAPMAN &amp; SCOTT CORP.</td>
<td>P.O. Box No. 69 Wood, Wisconsin 53193....................................383-2112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELSON &amp; COMPANY, INC.</td>
<td>155 Yout St. Racine, Wisconsin.............................................634-1974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN &amp; BRAUER CONSTRUCTION, INC.</td>
<td>4225 N. 127th St. Brookfield, Wisconsin 53005............................781-5230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERMANENT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY</td>
<td>2200 N. Third St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212.............................374-4290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY</td>
<td>2640 N. Humboldt Ave. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212........................364-5060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFEIFFER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY</td>
<td>617 S. 94th St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53214..............................774-7560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. G. SCHMIDT, INC.</td>
<td>4199 N. Richards St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212........................332-1100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. SCHMITT &amp; SON, INC.</td>
<td>930 E. Burleigh St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212...........................264-2500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELZER-ORNST CO.</td>
<td>6222 W. State St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213.............................258-9600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDERITS CONSTRUCTION CO.</td>
<td>9324 W. Keefe Ave. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222............................462-0510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIESEL CONSTRUCTION CO.</td>
<td>514 E. Ogden Ave. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202.............................276-2600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STACK CONSTRUCTION CO.</td>
<td>3303 S. 20th St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53215..............................383-8800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEIGERWALD CONSTRUCTION, INC.</td>
<td>5310 W. State St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208.............................258-2800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEVENS CONSTRUCTION CORP.</td>
<td>1290 Glenview Place Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213............................771-3600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUBESING CONSTRUCTION CO.</td>
<td>16813 W. Greenfield Ave. New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151....................786-5767</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOS-SHRDLICKA CO.</td>
<td>6144 W. Beloit Road Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53219...........................543-9030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOERFEL CORPORATION</td>
<td>730 E. Michigan Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202...............................276-8300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW DIMENSIONS IN STYLE
NEW DIRECTIONS IN TILE

AZTEC All the drama of ancient civilization is found in this exciting sculpture in precast tile* from Emco. Sharply defined shadows lend the austerity of the ages to a wall covering that just might (according to tests) last that long. This design blended with others from Emco’s Aztec line permits unlimited pattern possibilities . . . at an installation cost so low it will surprise everybody.

A trade name in tile* that will last: Manufactured by EMCO STONE OF WISCONSIN, LTD. Telephone (414) 374-4040. Wisconsin Distributors: Butler Tile Sales, Inc. - Milwaukee and Madison

THE VIEW FROM THE TERRACE IS GREAT!

But the view of the Terrace (Bradford Terrace, that is) is even better. Take a pleasant drive down Downer Avenue in Milwaukee and see this outstanding example of up-to-date architecture. Take particular note . . . for our sake . . . of the twin towers which stand apart from this building. They house twin Oildraulics by Rotary-Dover, each capable of lifting up to 4500 lbs. in hospital-size cars.

The Bradford Terrace is square (and that’s not derogatory). As a matter of fact, everything is square right down to the push buttons in the cars. Just a small example of the attention to detail given each job by the engineering folks at Dover. This same discerning approach to elevator manufacturing makes for reliability, smoothness and the leveling excellence especially required in retirement and nursing homes.

The Bradford Terrace building at the Milwaukee Protestant Home for the Aged is the work of William P. Wenzler, A.I.A. We’re proud to say we installed and continue to service these striking elevators.

NORTHWESTERN ELEVATOR CO., INC.
2030 W. BENDER RD.
MILWAUKEE
OFFICES IN MADISON AND APPLETON
marble

MARBLE offers the best of both BEAUTY and ECONOMY

BEAUTY — Marble’s long-lasting look of luxury has tangible value:
- Increasing pride of ownership
- Pleasure in use
- Sustaining property value by creating individual distinction for any structure

ECONOMY — Marble is permanent and durable — More than good for the life of any building — Its economy begins the minute it is installed and year after year its minimum cost of maintenance is like money in the bank.

MILWAUKEE MARBLE CO.
Importers—Finishers—Contractors
122 North 27th Street
Milwaukee, Wis. Phone 933-0281

Complete facilities for all types of interior partitioning requirements. Virtually unlimited design features including aluminum, black, or color accents. Demountable and movable partitions in a price range comparable to old fashioned permanent stud or block systems.

Featuring
COLORCREST — HUSHWALL — VIDENE

Call Bob Kirkpatrick or Wendell Mendenhall at . . .
R. L. KIRKPATRICK & ASSOCIATES, INC.
3131 W. Mill Rd. / Milwaukee, Wis. / Phone (414) 352-4380

CARPETING
THE UP-TO-DATE FLOOR COVERING
WE INVITE YOU TO CONSULT WITH US FOR THE EXPERTISE WE HAVE IN THIS FIELD

Specialists in
INSTITUTION AND COMMERCIAL CARPETS THE PAST 42 YEARS

MIDDLETON-FAASE COMPANY
JOURNAL SQUARE
MILWAUKEE
271-4670
RESILIENT FLOORING CRAFTSMEN . . . Since 1922
Charter Members of the NATIONAL GUILD OF FLOORING CONTRACTORS
Squeeze polysulfide with two hands and all your might at winter temperatures...
or ease up with G-E Silicone Construction Sealant. It flows out easily even at 35° below.

General Electric Silicone Construction Sealant is just as easy to work with in the winter as it is in the summer. It really flows on at any temperature from $-35^\circ F$ to $+160^\circ F$. And because it doesn't harden in cold or soften in heat, you don't have to heat it or chill it before you use it.

From preparation through application, G-E Silicone saves both time and money. As a one-part sealant, it's ready for immediate use. It needs no mixing, mixing agents or mixing equipment. Use it right from its standard caulking cartridge or 5-gallon container.

G-E Silicone Construction Sealant maintains its resistance to extreme temperatures even when its cured! It bonds securely to all common building materials, hot or cold surfaces. And once it's on, it stays on for at least 30 years. It stays on without cracking or crumbling at sub-zero temperatures, without softening or sagging at torrid temperatures. Long after organic rubber sealants weather and craze, G-E Silicone Sealant is still there.

FOR INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE

EDWARDS SALES CORPORATION

321 NORTH 121st STREET
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53226
453-6371

DISTRIBUTORS OF SILICONE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
In early 1947, when Building Service, Inc., was founded in Milwaukee, Joel Rachlin, proud president, lost little time in proclaiming to Wisconsin's building industry that its principal business was acoustical contracting. For the first few years, he and Treasurer Don "Pop" Popalisky wore out shoe leather and GI clothes as they nursed their fledgling business through its adolescence. Thanks to some hard work, a little luck, the acceptance of Wisconsin architects and contractors, as well as the confidence of some fine manufacturers, the passing years have brought success.

Today, Building Service, Inc., could more properly be described as an "Interior Contractor" for its services include the design and installation of ceilings, partitions and walls, translucent ceilings and bays of light, air distribution systems and interior trim. The firm has pioneered the integration of these components to minimize cost and confusion, to assist architects and specifiers in achieving modular concepts and to accelerate construction time by assuming single responsibility for these important interior components.

The company has geared itself through the years to provide expert advice and consultation to the industry by training its personnel, and researching and developing new methods and products.

Some notable Building Service Accomplishments:

1951 — 200,000 sq. ft. of 36" x 36" ceiling board installed on a suspension system of its own design and manufacture in the Parker Pen plant, Janesville . . . the largest installation of its kind in the country.

1952 — The Economy Suspension System . . . a Building Service creation distributed nation-wide.


1959 — Acousti-Flo — designed and patented by Joel Rachlin — the first air distribution system of its kind, combining duct, bar and ceiling support, now distributed by Owens Corning Fiberglas Corp.


1962 — Marine Plaza — the design and construction of the largest installation of movable gypsum walls east of California.

1964 — Veteran's Hospital, Milwaukee — largest in the world—500,000 sq. ft. of acoustical ceiling

1965 — And in the years to come, Building Service Inc., will continue to practice what they believe to be the main reason for their success: "No job too difficult — no job unimportant"
Industry's first vinyl-clad steel windows

The industry's first steel windows clad with a maintenance-free factory finish of colored vinyl have been developed by The Ceco Corporation.

Available in seven highly stable colors, the new Cecoclad finish (patent pending) is four to six times as thick as paint. Cecoclad windows are almost totally unaffected by continuous exposure to atmospheric corrosion and severe climatic conditions. The vinyl finish will outlast paint, galvanized and combination finishes many times over.

Priced competitively with anodized aluminum windows and galvanized steel windows, the new vinyl-clad windows are expected to find wide application wherever high strength and minimum maintenance are required...particularly in corrosive environments and areas adjacent to water. Heaviest users will be institutional, industrial, commercial and high-rise apartment buildings.

Cecoclad windows should appeal especially to building operators because they require virtually no maintenance. They can simply be washed with the glass.

The Cecoclad Finish

The Cecoclad finish is a tough, resilient coating of premium-quality, corrosion-resistant polyvinyl chloride (PVC) type plastic. It is produced by a specially developed plastisol spray process using airless, electrostatic spray guns to lay a finish coating 6 to 10 mils in thickness.

Before finishing, the steel windows are shotblasted to bare metal on all surfaces, bonderized and given a baked prime coat. In the spray chamber the windows and mullions (major vertical supports between windows) are then sprayed to coat each surface evenly. After spraying, the coating is cured in a continuous oven for 25 minutes at a temperature of 370° F.

Material Properties

The plastisol used in the Cecoclad process is formulated with so-called thixotropic characteristics which make it essentially non-viscous when flowing but extremely viscous when stopped. Thus it can be freely applied with the airless spray guns but sticks firmly in place when it strikes the window's metal surfaces. This property greatly facilitates commercial production.

A highly stable plasticizer prevents hardening or embrittlement of the material with age, even under extreme temperature ranges. It remains ductile well below zero degrees F. The material has a high tensile resiliency and stands up well during shipping and handling. Because the plastic is a plastisol — that is, it contains no solvent — any surface ruptures of the coating during installation can easily be repaired on the spot in a few minutes with a putty knife and a portable air dryer.

Only proven pigments are used. Color fastness and ultraviolet resistance approach those of porcelain enamel and are far superior to those of the best automotive paints.

ASTM standard salt spray tests (specification B-117-61 using 5 per cent salt solution) show Cecoclad window segments to be virtually unaffected by 2,000 hours exposure to the salt spray. Standard finishes held up only a fraction of this time. Prime-coat finishes failed in 200 hours; prime-coated and field-painted finishes stood up less than 500 hours; galvanized finishes showed noticeable corrosion at 700 hours.

Development

The Ceco Corporation undertook the development of Cecoclad steel windows because of an evident need for strong windows in corrosive environments. A survey of 2,000 architects from coast to coast (about one out of every ten members of the American Institute of Architects) confirmed that there was a definite market for plastic-protected steel windows which would not require painting, provided they cost no more than anodized aluminum windows.

Six years and more than $250,000 were spent in developing the Cecoclad process in conjunction with the Battelle Memorial Institute. Initially a fluidized-bed process was considered. Later, this was discarded in favor of the more flexible plastisol process. The fluidized-bed technique would have required a separate tank for each color, and the maximum window size would have been limited by the tank size. The plastisol process posed no inherent limitations on the number of colors or the size of windows. Furthermore, any excess plastisol is readily recovered and reused.

To prepare for commercial production of Cecoclad windows, Ceco invested an additional $250,000 in spray booths, curing ovens and expanded bonderizing facilities at its main plant in Chicago.

Availability

Cecoclad windows have been commercially available for about a year on a limited basis, and are just now in full production.

They are furnished as projected, casement and combination types in 1⅝-in. heavy intermediate and 1⅞-in. intermediate sizes. They are also supplied in residential casement units but only for project-size orders.

Color choice includes: light green, dark green, brown, black, white, blue and grey.
new products

Faceted Glass Block for building material

Conrad Pickel Studios, Inc., are proud to announce the development of a new product that is colorful, unique, practical and economical. It is a new concrete block which can help to solve many of the various problems faced by the architects. The block consists of chips of colored faceted glass set in epoxy in an ornamental block. The blocks are water-proof and air-tight. The greatest asset of this block is its dramatic array of colored light which diffuses into the interior of the building. The colors are interchangeable and various patterns and designs can be obtained. In addition to durability the block also has merits acoustically. Pockets formed between the surface of the epoxy and the inner surface of the block absorb sound. The block is easily double glazed for insulating purposes.

There are several advantages to a block of this type and wide variety of possibilities as to its application. Some of the advantages are listed as: Eliminates windows (frames, curtains, window glass), decorative inside and outside, colors and design can be interchanged, insulation possible by double glazing, obscures view to outside, durable and strong and economical.

Versatility and Flexibility
Key to New Wood Panel Wall

A new thoroughly field tested product has been introduced by Ver Halen, Inc., Wisconsin distributor for Rolscreen Co. of Pella, Iowa. The new product, Pella Wood Panel Wall, is basically a combination of Pella Multi-Purpose or Twinlite Windows and insulated wood panels to form the first factory fabricated all wood curtain-wall system at comparatively low cost.

Panel Wall was designed to meet the need for a low cost, condensation free curtain-wall system for one and two story schools, churches, and commercial buildings. Its flexibility lends itself to continuous curtain-wall design or with intermediate piers. The condensation free panels are an important advancement in curtain-wall design and the low "U" factor allows for smaller heating plants and resultant lower monthly heating bills.

The panels are constructed of an exterior face of 1/8" overlaid plywood with 1/8" fire resistant expanded polystyrene insulation sealed in place to provide a moisture barrier. An inside dead air space and another 1/8" overlaid plywood interior face completes the 3/8" overall panel thickness. Faces are glued and nailed to water-repellent, preservative-treated pine edge banding. Intake grills can be factory installed for use with unit ventilators. Windows are installed as awning, hopper, or casement and can be combined with fixed units. All windows are factory glazed with storm panels or insulating glass.

The mullions consist of 3" x 3" steel tubes and wood subjambs. The wood subjambs are attached vertically to the assembled panel section to provide vertical rigidity. The panels are attached to the steel tubes by mullion clips over stud bolts welded to the steel tube mullion. A closed cell neoprene sponge material is furnished to provide a weathertight seal between steel mullion and wood frame. On installations where a steel tube is not required to carry the wind load, a 1/2" x 3" wood mullion cover can be used on alternate mullions. Horizontal mullions are available and adaptable to two story construction.

Pella Panel Wall, through its exclusive mullion design, permits up to 1" variation at every joining mullion to allow for jobsite construction variation. This is important to the architect designing a building and to the general contractor who must depend on subcontractors to maintain accurate tolerance on steel and concrete.

The new Pella Wood Panel Wall was used on the new office-warehouse building for Ver Halen, Inc., at 4700 North 124th St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and can be inspected at any time.
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WOOD INSUL-DOR

Wood Rolling Glass Doors Designed And Crafted For Beauty, Easy Operation And Weather-tight Protection —
ALL SEASON — WINTER — SPRING — SUMMER — FALL
PLUS

• Easily adjustable, sealed ball-bearing wheels.
• Double weatherstripping at head and sill.
• Exclusive check-rail weather-stripped interlock.
• Anodized extruded aluminum sill with interior vinyl covering.
• Top-hung screens that stay on track.
• Heavy gauge screen frame with self-closing feature and fibre glass mesh.
• Wood parts Dri-Voc Woodlife treated.
• Keyed locks on all units.
• All units glazed with 5/8" Herculite Twindow. Outside casing white primed.
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WISCONSIN WINDOW UNIT COMPANY
MERRILL, WISCONSIN
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NEW FACETED GLASS BLOCKS
1" THICK SPARKLING COLORED STAINED GLASS
IN ARTISTIC PATTERNS

A DRAMATIC ARRAY OF COLOR AND DESIGN
LOW COST
ELIMINATES WINDOWS
DECORATIVE—INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
SINGLE OR DOUBLE GLASS
STRONG AND DURABLE

VISIT OR WRITE
PAUL PICKEL
FACETED GLASS BLOCKS
21413 W. GREENFIELD AVE.
NEW BERLIN, WISCONSIN
2 MILES EAST OF WAUKESHA — HWY. 59

TO REALIZE THE STUNNING EFFECT—SEE OUR STUDIOS

CONRAD PICKEL STUDIO, INC.
STAINED GLASS — FACETED GLASS — MOSAIC
21415 W. GREENFIELD AVE.
NEW BERLIN, WIS.
LAKE LAWN LODGE
Delavan, Wisconsin
on Hi-way 50

Where the Architects meet
for their yearly meeting
Where the Architects come
to take that needed break
from the fast pace of today's living

- INDOOR POOL
- THERAPY POOL
- HEALTH ROOMS
- GOLF COURSE
- WINTER SPORTS
- AIR STRIP
- EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RELAX
- WELL APPOINTED ROOMS
- EXCELLENT FOOD
- 274 BEAUTIFUL ACRES TO EXPLORE

On Delavan Lake Phone SA 8-5511

NICE TO HAVE SEEN
AND BEEN WITH
YOU ALL AT YOUR
STATE AIA CONVENTION.
WE ENJOYED
YOUR HOSPITALITY.

Milwaukee Chapter —
The Producers' Council, Inc.
National Organization of Manufacturers of Building
Materials and Equipment

NOVOTNY INC.
647 W. Virginia St.
Milwaukee 4, Wis.
A. L. 276-1899 — 272-4183
J. C.

F. H. LAWSON CO.
Medicine Cabinets
Bathroom Accessories

CAPITOL MFG. CO.
Steel Pipe Couplings
Forged Steel Fittings
Insulating Unions
Well Supplies

SANI-DRI CORPORATION
Sani-Dri Hair and Hand Dryers

ROYALITES
Distinctive Wood Door Lites
and Louvres
available now from our
Milwaukee warehouse, 5214 N. 124th St.
phone 466-1060

93 Years
Complete Service
to the
Architect &
Builder

STEINMAN
LUMBER CO.
3500 N. HOLTON ST., MILWAUKEE
PHONE 962-4331
Member CSI
Organizations Associated with the Profession are showing increasing interest in the Foundation’s program of aid to architectural education. All such firms know that their contributions receive published recognition which should enhance good relations with the profession.

Because they want privacy

You’ll want the BRADLEY MODESTY MODULE® shower with dressing rooms

Now, cut costs and corners in shower installations — and provide privacy for all! This attractive unit which includes a Bradley Column Shower and four separate shower and dressing rooms comes almost completely assembled. And it serves four people with just one set of connections, cutting plumbing installation costs as much as 80%.

You have complete layout flexibility for modern buildings — schools, institutions, plants and recreational buildings of all kinds. (Install units against a wall, end to end, side by side, in clusters, and many other ways.) Also available with Bradley two-person Wall-Saver® Showers — ideal for narrow shower rooms.

J. R. PETLEY COMPANY
759 North Milwaukee Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202

S. H. BARTLETT COMPANY
6524 North Walker Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426

(continued from page 40)
The laboratories of the Portland Cement Association in Skokie, Illinois, contain the world's largest assembly of scientists and engineers, instruments and equipment devoted exclusively to the study of portland cement and concrete. Some of the research is fundamental—designed to increase basic scientific knowledge of the nature of cement and concrete. Most of the research is applied in character and directed to development of new and improved uses of these materials, and to new construction techniques. Any patentable discovery is dedicated to public use. This research program works directly for you. All results are published by PCA and distributed free of charge to architects, engineers and builders through PCA's 38 district offices, located in major cities throughout North America.

How to put a $10,000,000 concrete research program to work for you

Experimental concrete column bracket is tested in machine capable of exerting a force of one million pounds.

Flat plate behavior is studied in Structural Laboratory where the building itself serves as a giant testing machine.
A first class job deserves a first class product.

Specify plaster!

More and more builders are realizing that today's quality is directly related to tomorrow's new job. Maybe that's why more and more builders are suddenly becoming quality conscious.

When specifying plaster you know you're going first class. Look at the record: Plaster is fireproof. Plaster sounds better — eliminates more between room noises than any look alike substitute material. Plaster maintains and decorates easier and better. In fact, plaster is about the most versatile building material around.

And here's the clincher — You'll find that genuine plaster actually costs no more!

When is the last time you got a quality plaster bid? Isn't it about time you did?

It might be good for your quality image.

Specify genuine lath and

PLASTER
it lasts

MILWAUKEE AREA BUREAU FOR LATHING AND PLASTERING
3274 N. 77th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222 • Call A. T. Krueger at 442-4650